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Introduction 

Lexicography is one of the most important branches of Sanskrit literature. To know the 

information of words and their usages in the space and time context, Sanskrit lexicons were 

composed since the Vedic period. Lexicon is accounted as a part of ~ar;lvediiizga in the form of 

Nigha~J!U and Nirukta. After that, more than hundred lexica had been composed by Indian 

scholars down the centuries. 

The Amarakosa(AK) is the most popular lexicon among Sanskrit lexical texts. It was 

memorized by Sanskrit Students from their childhood alongwith A.$.tiidhyiiyf. It was easy to 

memorize this lexicon as it is composed in anu$.tubh meter using simple language. The 

importance of these two texts has been expressedinthe following sloka - "A:jfiidhyiiyf 

jaganmiitii amarakoso jagatpitiil" The AK is also referred to as niimaliizgiinusiisana and 

trikii~J¢f, because it has mentioned liizga (gender) with nama (word). This research is based on 

vanau~adhivarga(VV), the fourth varga of the second bhumyiidikii~J¢a of AK. 

In VV forests, drugs and medicinal plants are described. The classification of herbs given in 

VV is helpful for the study of iiyurvedic nigha7J,tus. The word groups of VV shows the 

developed tradition of iiyurveda. The varga provides the names of about 325 drugs, medicinal 

plants and fruits with their synonyms. But dravyagu~Ja(morphological characters, rasa paiicaka 

and properties) ofherbs is not given in this varga. 

The scope of this work is to do a computational analysis of vanau~adhivarga(VV) of 

Amarakosa(AK). For this Research and Development(R&D) a system uses exiting online as 

Online Multilingual Amarakosa which is available at http://www.sanskrit.jnu.ac.in/ created by 

Dr. Girish Nath Jha. The existing system provides only the niima(word) and liizga(gender) of 

herbs described in VV of AK. The present R&D extends the existing system and aims to 

develop a relational database system for the storage and interactive access of herbs described in 

the VV of AK with their morphological characters, their rasa paiicaka, properties. Besides this 

the dravyagu1J,a of herbs which includes origin, synonyms, types, properties, therapeutics and 

the utility on the basis of Bhavaprakasa Nighal)tu (BPN) is also provided as an additional 

information. 



Bhavaprakasa Nighm).!u ofBhavamisra(l61
h Century AD), is one ofthe most accepted texts for 

dravyagw;a. The Information regarding to the place of drug's origin, synonyms, their types, 

properties, therapeutics and the utility of a particular plant part of drugs etc is described in 

BPN. With the help ofBPN the more detailed about drugs ofVV can obtained. So the present 

work is a model to online access a data of ayurvedic herbs. This work tries to link the herbs of 

VV of AK with the modern botanical names. 

Development of the Amarakosa Vanau~adhi Varga and Bhavaprakasa NighaJ.Itu indexer: 

A dynamic web application/search engine cum-indexer has been developed under this research. 

This web application has been developed in the front-end of Apache Tomcat Web server using 

JSP and Java servlets. and its data is in Unicode datafiles alongwith RDBMS in MS SQL 

server. 

For connecting the front-end to the database server the MS-JDBC connectivity has been 

used. The system is available online on http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in/amara/viewdata.jsp with input 

and output in Devanagari Unicode. The system works as an interactive and multi

dimensional knowledge based indexing system for vanau~adhivarga of Amarakosa. The 

system can be used also as a generic system for all Sanskrit lexica and ayurvedic nighal).tus of 

similar structure. The architecture ofthe system is as follows: 

Browser 
Apache 
Tomcat 

[Fig D.l: Architecture of the system] 



Process flow of the system 

The process flow of the system can be explained in the following way: 

Aamarakosa Search engine 

(already exists at http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in/amara , It takes input in three ways i.e. typing the 

input word, selecting input word through alphabetical category or selecting the input word 

from drop down box) 

l Input Check J 

t 
(If the input word is related to VV then the page has a link for additional search as "search this 

herb in Bhavaprakasha Nighantu", clicking this link leads to the "Amarakosha Vanaushadhi 

Varga and Bhavaprakasha N ighantu Index" page) 

Input for Amarakosha Vanaushadhi Varga and 
Bhavaprakasha Nighantu Index 

(The input for this page is forwarded from the previous page. It also has the facility to accept a 

new input word through typing or in-built keyboard ) 

( ID Match ~===::::::::=1 BPN Database 

t 
(The database of the main page( Aamarakosa Search engine) has an Id assigned to each word 

ofVV, this id ofthe input word is matched with BPN database to get additional input) 

~ 
[Fig.D.2.Process flow of the system] c=_j 
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The system gives output on the basis of AK database, and BPN database. The output includes 

AMARAKOSHA_ID, AUSHADHI NAME, BPN_ID, HINDI NAME, VARGA, 

SYNONYMS, SHLOKA, SHLOKA HINDI, SCINTIFIC NAME(LATIN). 

The above process flow chart can be illustrated by the following example: 

Step 1 selected the input word vibltaka/:l on AK search page. 

Step 2 The input is related to VV, so a link for another page appears. By clicking it, a new 

window named "Amarakosha Vanaushadhi Varga and Bhavaprakasha Nighantu Index" opens. 

Step 3 The same word vib"itaka/:l appears as input on this new page. 

Step 4 This word has an ID in Amarakosha database, this id is matched with BPN Database to 

get additional information. 

Step 5 The final step shows the output. It describes AMARAKOSHA_ID, AUSHADHI 

NAME, BPN_ID, HINDI NAME, VARGA, SYNONYMS, SHLOKA, SHLOKA HINDI, 

SCINTIFIC NAME(LATIN). This detail comes out from both AK and BNP database. 

Chapter description 

The dissertation as a part of Research and Developedment(R&D) has been divided into five 

chapters. The first chapter 'Sanskrit Lexicography in India' discusses the Sanskrit 

lexicographical literature in India. The structure and features of the lexica composed prior and 

posterior to AK are given as well as AK. A discussion is also made about modem Sanskrit 

dictionaries. 

The second chapter 'A Survey of Ayurvedic Nigh1Jtus' discusses the tradition of ayurvedic 

nighaQ.tu. It describes 18 major and the few other nighaQ.tus. 

The third chapter 'Structure and Organization of the Amarakosa(AK) and its Vanau~adhi 

Varga(VV)' is a detailed study of the structure and contents of the AK and its VV. 

The fourth chapter 'Comparative Study of the Vanau~adhi Varga(VV) of Amarakosa (AK) 

with Bhiivaprakiisa Nigha1Jfu(BPN)' describes the introduction of BPN, its structure and 

organization. This chapter presents a comparative study ofVV of AK and BPN on the basis of 

similarity and dissimilarity. 

-4-



The fifth chapter 'Computational analysis and System Design' describes the implementation 

part of the research such as the front end, Java objects, lexical resources and how they work. 

In the concluding part of the dissertation, the limitations of the system and its implications for 

future research have been summarized. 

Research Methodology: 

For the computational analysis and ayurvedic study of the VV of AK, the methodology used as 

follows:-

• to study of structure of VV of AK and create a database structure for it. Descriptions 

from BPN are included as extention. 

• to make a brief survey of the herbs (dravyagw;a vijfiiina) in Indian tradition. 

• to do a comparative study ofthe herbs described in the VV of AK with the BPN. 

• to develop the necessary front end and search program 

The methodology of comparative study and analysis used in Sanskrit based Natural Language 

Processing (NLP), and techniques of software engineering is also used for this work. An online 

system and the lexicon of the VV of AK with dravyagu~Ja of the herbs have been developed. 
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Sanskrit lexicography in India 



Chapter 1 

Sanskrit lexicography in India 

1.1 Introduction 

Lexicography is one of the most important branches of Sanskrit literature. To know 

the information of words and their usages in the space and time context, Sanskrit lexicons 

were composed since the Vedic period. Lexicon is accounted as a part of ~ar;lvediinga in the 

form of NighaJJ.tu and Nirukta. After that, more than hundred lexica had been composed by 

Indian scholars down the centuries. The Amarakosa is the most important and popular among 

Sanskrit lexica. So, accepting the Amarakosa as the center point, we can divide the history of 

Sanskrit lexicographical literature as follows: (!)Lexica prior to Amarakosa,(2)The 

Amarakosa, (3)Lexica posterior to Amarakosa, ( 4)Modem Sanskrit dictionaries. 

This chapter discusses the history of Sanskrit lexicographical literature with the 

structure and features of the lexicon. A discussion is also made about modem Sanskrit 

dictionaries. 

1.2. Lexica prior to Amarakosa 

The Amarakosa, the most popular of all the Sanskrit lexicons, is not the first of its 

kind. Leaving aside the question ofVedic glossaries such as the Nigha7J!U and a few others, it 

is found that there existed a number of lexica prior to the Amarakosa. The author of the text 

himself states that he compiled his lexicon after consulting other treatises. 1 In the opinion of 

Sarvananda, Amara seems to have consulted the works of Vyac;Ii, Vararuci, Trikanda and 

Utpalinl. 2 

1 Samahrtyanyatantrii~Ji sarilk~iptaiJ:! pratismizskrtai/:1 I 
Sampiirramucyate vargaiJ:! Niimalingiinu§iisanam II Amarakosa, 1.1.2.11 
2 

While commenting on Amara, 1.1.2, Sarvananda remarks: "Anyatrari Vyiicjivararuciprabhrtiniiril tantrii~Ji, 
samahrtya ekfkrtya ata eva sarilpurramidam, yataJ:! Trikci!J~lotpalinyiidini niimamiitr tantrii~Ji, Vy~livararucyiidi 
prarftiini tu lingamiitr~Ji " etc. 



The Nighaf)tu - a list of Vedic words - is the oldest Sanskrit lexicon known so far. 

According to the derivation of the word 'nigha(ltu', as given by Aupamanyava3 and accepted 

by Yaska4
, it comprises a list of Vedic words. The NighaJJ.tu consists of five chapters. The first 

three chapters of which form the main body of the text and are called the NaighaJJ.tuka

kiiJ;c;la, the fourth is called the NaigamakiiJ;c;la and the fifth is DaivatakiiJ;c;la. The first kiiJ;c;la 

deals with synonyms, the second with homonyms and the third gives the names of the deities. 

The topics include: (i) physical things such as earth, air, and water; (ii) objects of nature such 

as clouds, dawn, day, and night; (iii) the human body and its limbs such as arms and fingers; 

(iv) objects and qualities associated with people such as wealth and prosperity or anger and 

fighting; and (v) physical abstract qualities such as heaviness or lightness. 5 The NighaJJ.tu is 

not the work of a single author. From the derivation ofthe work as given by Aupamanyava it 

seems probable that it is a compilation of different persons who might have been the sages of 

older days. Most probably it is a work of generations of ancient Vedic scholars. One tradition 

ascribed the authorship of the NighaJJ.tu to the sage Kasyapa relying on the verses found in 

the Mahabharata. 6 This, however, appears to be improbable. 

One can, therefore, be justified in saying that the NighaJJ.tu, as it is presented to us 

marks the beginning of the lexicographical literature in Sanskrit. The NighaJJ.tu is a mere 

vocabulary ofVedic words. It does not give the meanings ofwords and in this sense it cannot 

be called a work of lexicography in the modern sense of the term. Even so, it must be 

admitted that the words in the NighaJJ.tu are arranged according to specific groups and this 

arrangement is generally found in later lexicons. It is mainly for this reason that the NighaJJ.tu 

can be regarded as the starting point in the compilation of later Sanskrit works on 

lexicography. 

3 Chandobhya(1 samahrtya samahrtya samamnata?1 I te niga~Jtava(1 eva santa(1nigamanat nigha!J!Ova(1 ucyante 
iti Aupamanyava(1-Nirukta. 
4 samamnaya(1 samamnata(1 1. .. tam imam samiimnayam nigha~Jfava(1 iti iicak~ate 1- Nirukta. 
5 l. Sarup, The Nighantu (1920), Introduction, p. 13. 
6 The verses occur in the Mok~aparvan ( ch. 342, vv. 86-7) and read as under: 
"vrso hi bhagavan dharma(1 khyiito loke~u Bhiirata 
Nigha~JfUka padakhyiine viddhi miirh vr~amuttamam I 
Kapir-varil~Jilb sre~·fhasca dharmasca vr~a ucyate 
tasmat vr~akapim praha ka§yapo mam Prajapati(1 II" 



Two commentaries on the Nigha~tfu are known to us: the Nirukta by Yaska (800-700 

B.C.) and the Nigha~fu-nirvacana by Devaraja Yajvan (twelfth century A.D.). 7 

The Nirukta of Yaska is one of six vedaizgas. This is a thorough commentary on the 

Nigha~fu. Instead of merely explaining the words or passages occurring in the text, the 

Nirukta gives, besides the meanin&s of the words occurring in the Nigha~fu, the references 

to the terms as they are used in. the Vedic literature. Yaska quotes Vedic passages and tries 

to give the derivation of the words found in the Nigha~.tu. The Nirukta, as its subject-matter 

reveals, is not merely a commentary but contains an extensive original discourse in the form 

of etymological discussion of the words. Incidentally, the author remarks on the nature and 

utility ofthe study ofthe Vedas, the cosmological functions of the Vedic Gods and so forth. 

As Yaska's main object in writing a commentary on the Nigha~fu is to give the etymology of 

every word occurring in the text, he tries to derive every word from its original root. 

The Nirukta is divided into twelve chapters, each chapter being again sub-divided 

into padas which range from three to seven in different sections. There are two additional 

chapters, viz. chapters XIII and XIV, which are known as parisi~fas or appendices. The 

twelve chapters of the Nirukta correspond to the three divisions of the Nigha~1.tu as-

Ka~cja and Adhyaya in NighaJJfu Adhyaya in Nirukta 

I.NaighaJJfuka-kiiJJcJ.a(I st ,2nd· 3T<1) 1st (Bhumika) 2110 3ro 
' ' ' 

2.NaigamakiiJJc)a( 4 tn ) 4th stn 6tn 
' ' ' 

7 
Chatterji, Sun it Kumat, 2007, The Cultural Heritage of India, volume 5, p.327. 



3 .Daivatakii7J-¢a( 51
h ) ih (with special introduction related to devata), 

Table 1.1 : Chart Indicating relation of Nighaf)tu and Nirukta8
. 

Thus, chapters I-III correspond to the first three chapters of the Nighaf)tu which are 

known as the Naighm:z.tukakii1.u;la. Chapters IV-VI deal with the fourth chapter of the 

Nighaf)tu known as the Naigamakib:z¢a and chapters VII-XII deal with the last chapter of the 

Nighaf)tu called the Daivatakii!J,r;la. 

For the Nirukta, we have two commentaries known to us. One is by Durgiiciirya 

who, according to Rajwade,9 lived before the tenth century; the other is by Skandasvamin 

and Mahesvara, who are believed to have lived between A.D. 1060 and 1350. The former is 

important from the textual point of view, for it repeats every word used by Yaska. 

Apart from being a commentary on a Vedic glossary the Nirukta has an importance of 

its own. It is a work of great value not only to philologists but also to the students of Sanskrit 

language. Traces of later lexicography are to be found in the Nirukta as also in the Nigha!J,,tu, 

for we find Yaska referring to many words from the Vedic literature. 

Vya«;J.i(before 500 AD) is very often quoted by well-known authors like Hemacandra, 

and was apparently a renowned lexicographer. Vyadi is also quoted in the commentaries on 

the Amarakosa written by Rayamukuta and Mahesvara. From all these quotations it 

appears that Vyadi's lexicon was arranged in groups of synonyms and also contained a 

chapter on homonyms. Lengthy quotations from Vya"i, found in Hemacandra's commentary 

to his own work Abhidhiinacintiima!J,i, show that Vya"i's lexicon must have been a 

voluminous one. 

Katya (before 500 AD) as a lexicographer is quoted by K$1rasviimin in his 

commentary on the Amarakosa, by Hemacandra in his Abhidhiinacintiima!J,i(ikii, by Kdava 

in Kalpadrukosa (composed in 1660 AD), by Riiyamukufa and Bhiinujl in their commentaries 

8 Upadhyay, Baldev, 2006, Saf!lsk.rta Sastrof!l ka ltihasa, p. 332. 
9 Nirukta {Marathi translation), p. 1278. 



on the Amarakosa. Katya is distinct personality with Vararuci. 10 Katya's lexicon seems to 

have contained both synonyms and homonyms and its name appears to be Niimamiilii. 

Katya does not, like Amara, put down the synonyms together but often strives to give 

accurate meanings by means of descriptive clauses.11 

The name of Bhaguri 's lexicon was Trikii~J,r;/a. Bhaguri has not indicated the gender 

ofwords. He arranged words with synonyms. Saya!)a has explained Bhaguri's view about the 

word 'Var-?iibhu' .12 

Ratnakosa - The author of Ratnakosa is not recognized. According to Sarvananda 

classification of chapters in Ratnakosa was on the basis of gender. 

The Mala is authored by Amaradatta. Sarvananda has given more than 30 quotations 

from Amarmiilii in his Amaratikii: Halayudha has accepted Miilii as basis of his lexicon 

Abhidhiiratnamiilii.13 

The name of Vacaspati's lexicon was Sabdiir~J,ava in which synonymic words were 

arranged. The feature of Sabdiir~J,ava was giving various form to a word. Eg. 

'himiirrzsuscandramiiscandral:z sa§i candor himadyuti/:z. ' 14 

The Dhanvantari-NighaiJtU attributed to Dhanvantari is a glossary of materia medica 

and is believed to have existed in three different recessions. It gives a vocabulary of 

medicinal herbs and plants including their properties. 

The Anekiirtha-dhvani-maiijarf by Mahak~apat]aka was written before 925 A.D. It 

Is a dictionary of homonym"s and consists of three chapters (slokiidhikiira

ardhaslokiidhikiira- padiidhikiira) which repeatedly devote a quarter, one-half, or the whole 

of a stanza to the meanings of words. 

10 Upadhyay, Baldev, 2006, Samskrta Siistrom kii ltihiisa, p. 338. 
11 Kalpadrnkosa, Introduction, p. xiii. 

12 Tathii bhiigurirapi hrsviintam manyate I yathii ca bhiiryiimekasya var$iimb" rgl syiid madagurasyatu 
sillgal')r;lapadasyiimi kacchapasya r;Julib smrtii II (Miidhavlya dhiitu vrttib pg. 42) 
13 Abhidhiiratnamiilii (1.1) 
14 Padacandrikii pratham bhiiga, p.107 



Panini composed the lexicon named 'Dvirupa-Kosa. 'A manuscript ofthis lexicon is 

available at India Office Library, London which contains 7890 pages. At the end of lexicon it 

is written 'iti sr"i Panini muninakrta dvirupako$a sampur7Jam. ' 15 

1.3. The Amarakosa 

The Amarakosa ascribed to Amarasirpha (41
h century AD), as far as the Sanskrit lexicography 

is concerned, is regarded as a work of paramount authority. The commentaries on numerous 

Sanskrit works frequently quote Amarasirpha's lexicon. It has the widest circulation, and in 

all the schools and in every sect it is regarded as a work of unquestionable authority. 16 The 

popularity of this work can also be determined by the fact that Dr. Aufrecht records not less 

than forty commentaries on it in his 'Catalogus Catalogorum.' 

This lexicon is popularly known by the name Namalinganusasanam, meaning thereby a work 

which deals with vocables and their genders. It is also known as Trika~1(ia and is divided into 

three kiiJJ¢as, each kiiJJ¢as again being sub-divided into sections called the vargas. The table 

of contents is given below: 

SvargadikiiJJ¢a BhumyadikiiiJ.da Samanya kiiiJ.das 

1. Svargavarga 1. Bhumivarga 1. Vise~yanighnavarga 

2. Vyomadivarga 2. Puravarga 2. SarnklrlJ-avarga 

3. Digvarga 3. Sailavarga 3. Nanarthavarga 

4. Kalavarga 4. Vanau$adhivarga 4. Avyayavarga 

5. Dhlvarga 5. Simhadivarga 5. Lingadisamgrahavarga 

6. Sailadivarga 6. Nrvarga 

7. Na_tyavarga 7. Brahmavarga 

8. Patalabhog"ivarga 8. K$atriyavarga 

9. Narakavarga 9. Vaisyavarga 

1 0. Varivarga 10. Sudravarga 

Table1.2 : structure of Amarakosa 

15 Upadhyay, Baldev, 2006, Sarnskrta Sastrorn ka ltihasa, p. 165. 
16 Wilson, Collected Works, Ill, p. 166. 
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The whole work is written in metrical form in anu$_tubh metre. A major part of it deals with 

synonyms and only one small section viz., the niiniirthavarga is devoted to homonyms and is 

arranged after the final consonants. Indeclinable are treated in one chapter while the last 

section is devoted to the general rules for determining the genders. The arrangement of the 

work is faulty and one finds it extremely difficult to trace a particular word in the kosa 

without the help of an index. The genders of the words are expressed by the inflectional 

endings in some cases, while at times they are recorded with words such as strl, pu1J1S etc. 

indicative of genders. 

1.4. Lexica Posterior to Amarkosa 

The Anekarthasamuccaya is popularly known as the Sasvatakosa after its author 

Sasvata (about the 6th century AD). This is the first Sanskrit dictionary of homonyms. It is 

not a complete kosa and is not divided into different divisions. The words are arranged in full 

verses, half verses, and even in quarter verses. The work consists of 807 verses 17
, in which 

about 2000 words are arranged and is divided into six sections, the last two of which deal 

with indeclinable. 18 The Anekiirthasamuccaya, though a small work in extent, seems to have 

been the basis of later lexicographers. Sasvata, has very often been quoted by K~Irasvamin, 

by Vararuci in Gm;aratna-mahodadh"i, by Mallinatha, and others. This shows that Sasvata's 

lexicon must have obtained a high degree of popularity in later years. 

The Namamala of Dhanafijaya (about 1123 AD) is a vocabulary of synonyms. 

According to India Office Manuscript19 there is only one pariccheda viz., the synonyms and 

contains 205 verses. There are, however, other manuscripts20 of the same work which consist 

of two or even three paricchedas. Some divide the work into two paricchedas - synonyms 

(containing 205 verses) and homonyms (containing 50 verses). 

Puru~ottamadeva(between 1 050 and 1200 AD) - is a well known commentator on 

Par:tini's A~fadhyiiyzflourished in Bengal and wrote about five lexical works: i) Trikti1J¢ase~a 

or Amaraviveka ii) Hariivalz iii) Var7Jadeiana iv) Dvirupakosa and v) Ekak~arakosa. The 

earliest reference to his work is found in Sarvananda's commentary on the Amarakosa, 

17 Sasvatakosa edited by K.G.Oak, Poona, 1918. 
18 Ibid, p.59: 'athavyaya nibadhyante Slokardhena savistaram' I 
19 India Office Cat., no. 1014. 
20 ibid, no. 1015. 



composed in AD 1159. Trikcu:u;lase~a or Amarase~a is a supplement to the Amarakosa and 

contains words which are omitted in it. Corresponding to the three sections of the 

Amarakosa, this work is also divided into as 25 vargas as in the original. In the introductory 

portion, the author states that his aim in writing the lexicon was to give only such vocables as 

were omitted by Amara but were found in common use. 21 Haravalf is a small work 

consisting of about 270 stanzas. It consists almost exclusively of uncommon words and is 

divided into synonyms and homonyms. The former is again subdivided into three sections 

having full verses, half verses and quarter verses. In the end, the author states that the 

composition of Haravalf was the result of the consultation of several lexicons. 22 

VarJ:jadesanii is a treatise on the proper spelling of nouns with certain cognate consonants 

such as kha and k~a, ha and gha, ha and ¢a,ja and ya etc. Dvirupakosa, containing about 75 

stanzas, is a vocabulary ofwords which are spelt in two different ways but which are similar 

in sound, e.g. the words a~a¢ha and asarjha, sasvara and sasvara, kusala and ku~ala etc. 

Eka~arakosa is a lexicon which contains words of one syllable having different meanings 

attached to such single letters. The meaning of 125 words in 38 Salokas is composed in this 

lexicon. For instance, in this lexicon the meaning attached to the first four letters of 

Devanagarfalphabet will be found as: 'a- Vasudeva', 'a- Pftarhbara', 'i- Kama', 'i- Lak~mr. 

Abhidhanratnamala is the lexicon of Halayudha (950 AD) is a vocabulary of small 

extent containing about 900 stanzas and is divided into five ka1J¢as- Svar, bhumi, patala, 

samanya, anekarthaka1J¢a. The frrst four of these deal with synonyms while the last is 

devoted to homonyms and the indeclinables. The genders are indicated by giving the 

declensional forms. Halayudha is said to have flourished in the middle of the tenth century 

and is identified with the author of the Kavi-rahasya, 23 a grammatical work written in honour 

of King Kr~na III (c. 940-70) ofthe Rastrakuta family. 

Vaijayantzkosa of Yadavaprakasa (before 11 00 AD) Is a voluminous lexicon 

consisting of two broad divisions, one containing synonyms and the other containing 

homonyms. The synonyms is divided into 5 ka1J¢as and the homonyms is divided into 3 

21 Alaukitatviidamara/:t svakose, Na yiini niimiini samullilekha I 
Vilokya tairapyadhunii praciiram, aymh prayatna/:t Purw;ottamasya II 
22 Sabdan:wvautpalinf smhsiiriivarataityapi, kosii Vacaspativyiil)ivikramiidityanirmitii/:t I 
iidiiya siiramete~iiYJ1 anye~iim ca vise~ata/:t, Hiiriivalf nibaddheymn maya dvadasa vatsarai/:t II 
23 R.G. Bhandarkar, Report in Search of Sanskrit Manuscripts for 1883-84, p. 9. 



kii!Jrfas. Each of these sections is again subdivided into several chapters. The distinguishing 

feature of the Vaijayantrkosa is that it contains numerous words from the Vedic literature, 

and is considerably more voluminous. Except the Nigha!JfU, there is no other lexicon dealing 

with Vedic words. On account of this feature the Vaijayantrkosa has been looked upon as a 

work of considerable merit and authority. Yadavaprakasa, who lived in South India, is 

identified with the preceptor of Ramanuja, the celebrated staunch adherent of the Vai?f)ava 

school of Vedanta. Yadavaprakasa is said to have been originally a devout follower of the 

Advaita philosophy of Sarikara, but then, as a result of his discussion with his pupil 

Ramanuja, he is supposed to have given up Advaitism in favour of the philosophy of 

Ramanuja.24 

Visvaprakiisa, made by Mahesvara (AD 1111)25
, is a dictionary of homonymous 

words arranged according to the final consonants. The words are further arranged in sub

groups according to syllables which range from one to seven, e.g. kaikam, kadvikam, 

katrikam and so on. Although the work is arranged after the final letters there is no 

alphabetical order. 

Anekiirthakosa (Niiniirthasmngraha) of Ajayapala (before AD 1140) is a lexicon 

small in extent but of considerable authority. It is a work which deals with various meanings 

attached to a single word. It contains about 1730 words. The words are arranged after the 

initial letters without regard to the number of syllables and are divided into chapters 

according to the extent of meanings, in full, half verses and so on. 

The Medinzkosa is made by Medinikara (before 1300 A.D.). This is a lexicon of 

homonymous words arranged according to the final letter and also followed the alphabetical 

order. It is also known as Niiniirthakosa. In this lexicon there are 1807 Slokas. 

Mmikhakosa(Anekiirthakosa), authored by Mailkha (about 1140 AD), 1s a 

homonymous dictionary consisting of about 1 007 verses. The words in the Mmikhakosa are 

arranged in an alphabetical order according to the final consonants and the words are further 

arranged according to the number of syllables. The verses are written continuously without a 

24 
Vaijayantikasa (Ed. G. Oppert), Preface, p. vi. 

25 
Riimiinala vyomarilpai/:1 sakakiilebhilak$ite I 

Ko$am visvaprakiisiikhyam niramiicchlsr/mahesvara/:111 (last stanza). 

~ 14~ 



break. The author of this lexicon says that he composed his lexicon by consulting the works 

of Bhiiguri, Kiitya, Haliiyudha, Amarasimha and some others. 26 

Hemacandra(AD 1088-1175)- This celebrated Jain monk of the 121
h century 1s a 

remarkable figure in the history of Jain and Sanskrit literature. He was a versatile writer and 

wrote on several branches of Sanskrit and Prakrit literature. He authored four lexicographical 

works as I) AbhidhiinacintiimaJJi (with its commentary), 2) Anekiirthasarngraha, 3) 

NighaJJ!Use~a, and 4) DeSiniimamiilii. 

The Abhidhanacintamm~i is a large lexicon containing about 1542 verses written in 

different meters. The work begins with a description of the rur;lha, yaugika and misra terms 

and a note on the component parts of compound words as to which of them are commutable 

and which are not. For gender the reader is referred to the author's Liligiinusiisana. 27 

Contents of this lexicon are given here in tabular form: 

Kal}<;la Contents 

Devadhideva the Jain gods and the religious terms 

Deva Brahmanical and Buddhistic gods and terms connected 
Synonyms 

with them 

Marty a human beings in their different relations 

Bhumi lower animals 

Naraka the beings of the nether world 

SiimiinyakiilJr;ia the abstract notions, adjectives and the indeclinables. 

Homonyms It is arranged according to the number of syllables in each word. 

Table 1.3 : Structure of A bhidhiinacintiimani 

The Anekarthasarhgraha is a dictionary of homonyms which consists of about 1829 

stanzas. It is divided into six kiiJJr;ias- Eka-dvi-trf-catu}:l-paiica-~a!svarakiiJJr;ia with an 

additional supplementary kiiJJr;ia of the indeclinables. In each kiiJJr;fa, the words are arranged 

26 bhiigurikiityahaliiyudhadurgiimarasitnhasiisvatiidikrtiin I 
kosiinnirlk$ya nipw;am dhanvantarinirmitam nighaf).fum ca I 
liligiinusiisaniini ca viciirya lak$yarn mahiikavlniim ca I 
kurute 'nekarthanam sabdanam mankhakah kosam II 
27 Kalpadrukosa, Introduction, xxxi. 



m a two-fold alphabetical order, firstly according to the initial letters. 28 The words are 

mentioned without their genders which are to be learnt from Li1igiinusiisana, another work by 

this author. 29 

The Desinamama.la is a lexicon of defi words. It is composed in Prakrta Aryiis and 

gives Priikrta words along with their equivalents in Priikrta. The whole work is divided into 

8 divisions called the vargas, They are-

i) svaravarga ii) words beginning with gutturals iii) words beginning with palatals iv) words 

beginning with linguals v) words beginning with dentals vi) words beginning with labials vii) 

words beginning with liquids ra and Ia and viii) words beginning with sa and ha. Each 

division has a supplement dealing with words having more than one meaning. The words are 

arranged according to their meanings and the number of syllables. 

According to Hemacandra, de§f words are those words which are in use since times 

immemorial (tamhii m:ziidi piila paya,t,tabhii~ii visesao desi). Accordingly, this lexicon ought 

to include only such words as have been used in ancient Prakrta literature, and which cannot 

be derived from their Sanskrit prototypes. But the rule laid down by the author himself does 

not seem to have been followed by him in his treatise and we frequently find that the author 

has included many words as de§f which could be traced to their Sanskrit originals. 

The importance of this lexicon to the Priikrta literature and language is invaluable. It 

has the same importance as the Amarako§a which is regarded as the basis of Sanskrit 

lexicography. It contains about 4000 Priikrta words together with their Prakrta equivalents 

and a systematic study of these words will be a valuable contribution to the Priikrta 

language. 

The NanarthaQ.va-Sarpk~epa is the largest lexicon of homonymous words made by 

Kesavasvami(about 1200 A.D.), in which there are about 5800 Salokas. This lexicon is 

divided into six kiil}t;las and each ki'il:zt;fa is further divided into five adhyiiyas( chapters). 

Division of kiil}t;las is based on counting of alphabets and the division of adhyiiyas is based 

on gender as Strllinga, Pulinga, Napurnsakalinga etc. 

28 Akiiradi krame~iidiivatra kiidikramo 'ntatal,l I 
29 Liligiinusiisane 'smiibhil,l var~ito litiganir~ayal,l I 
A to na grathitaJ.! siitre granthagauravabhfriibhil,l II 



The Kalpadrukosa ascribed by Kesava (AD 1660). This is one ofthe biggest lexicons, 

containing about 4000 verses. It is divided into three main divisions known as skandhas 

(Bhumiskandha, Bhuval;skandha, Svargaskandha) which are further divided into 27 sub

divisions known as prakii7Jfjas.30 It can be seen from this exhaustive list of sub-divisions that 

the author has tried his best to make each group of synonyms as complete as possible. A 

large number of abbreviations are used for indicating genders and wherever any member of a 

compound can be replaced by its synonym the author does not give the compound in its 

original form but only the word of the compound. 

The Kavikalpadruma-kosa- The author of this lexicon is Bopadeva, who was the son 

of Kesava. In this lexicon there are about 361 slokas. Words, in this lexicon, are arranged 

according to the alphabetical order and also followed the final letter and word roots are 

mentioned. 31 

The Kosakalpataru was composed after 15111 century, ascribed to Visvanatha (1 i 11 

century). This lexicon is one of the largest of its kind and contains more than 5000 verses. It 

combines both the synonymous and the homonymous characters. The first synonymous part 

is modeled after the Amarakosa and is accordingly divided and sub-divided into major and 

minor portions such as the Kii7Jfjas and the Vargas. The second homonymous portion is 

arranged according to the number of letters under each head such as kavarga, cavarga, 

favarga, tavarga and so on. Besides these two main divisions the lexicon contains two 

portions, one dealing with the genders of vocables and the other with the indeclinables. The 

work is composed in a variety of meters and occasionally contains prose passages also. 

The Sabdaratnasamnvaya- Kosa is authored by Naresa Sahaji ofTaq1jor. Sabdaratna

Samanvaya-Kosa is a lexicon of homonymous words in which a new method is used in the 

arrangement ofwords. Eg. Janak, lalpak, kupak etc. here is the collection of that words of 

which the third letter is 'K'. 

The Nartharatnamala of Irugappa Dal)<;ladhinatha(latter half of the 14111 century) is a 

vocabulary of homonymous words and divided into the following six kii~Jc;las: 

3° Cf. Asminkose trayaJ:! skandhii/:l prakiilJ~laJ:! saptavirizsatiJ:!, slokiiscatuJ:!sahasrillJi paiicii§atya satadvayam. -
Tanjore Des. Cat. OfMss., no. 4739. 
31 Dhiitupiithsvadiidyiidya kramiidantiidikramaf) II [1.1.1.3 KDK] 
Kavi kalpadrumo niima padyairniwiidyate traca I 
Dhiitavaf) pathitiif) piithasutralokiigamasthitiif) II [1.1.1.4 KDK] 



Ekiilcyarakiil)r}a, dvyalcyarakiil)r}a, tryak~arakiil)r}a, caturak~arakiil)r}a, Saf!lkirl)akiil)r}a, and 

avyayakiil)(ia. The vocabulary records words of various meaning arranged according to their 

syllable and final letters such as ending ka, kha, ga and so on. It is a diction of considerable 

importance especially in south India. 

The Sardiyamala is a lexicon of synonymous words made by Har~akirti(half of 1 ih 

centuary). This lexicon is divided into three kiil)r}as and kiil)(ias are divided into vargas. 

The Sabdabhedaprakasa is another vocabulary ascribed to Mahesvara, the author of 

previous lexicon. It is a glossary of nouns which, though identical in meaning, differ more or 

less in their o1thography, and is divided in four parts viz. i) Nirdesa, with sabdabheda, ii) 

bakiirabheda, iii) ii.Jmabheda, and iv) hligabheda. This is a supplement of author's larger 

work Visvaprakiisa. On the Sabdabhedaprakasa, Jiianavimalagar:ti, a Kharataragaccha line 

of Jain priests wrote a commentary naming 'Sabdabhedaprakiisa{ikii' in 1598 AD. This 

commentary aims at giving the derivation of every word in the text and also tries to give the 

etymology of the words wherever possible. 

The Ekak~aranamamalika attributed to Sudhakalasa (about 1350 AD) belongs to the 

category of the homonymous glossaries of monosyllables. It deals with the letters of the 

alphabet, giving at the same time the meanings attached to them. It is a very small lexicon 

consisting of only 50 verses approximately. 

The Parasiprakasa- Under the patronage of Akbar, Vihari :K[~I)adasa (between AD 

1556 and 1605) composed a bilingual glossary dealing with Persian and Sanskrit words. Like 

the Piirasfprakiisa of V edailgaraya the present work also deals with Persian equivalents for 

Sanskrit expressions but differs from the former in its nature. The Parasfprakasa of 

Vedailgaraya deals mainly with astronomical and astrological terms whereas the work of 

Viharf Kr.Jr:tadiisa gives the Sanskrit equivalents of Persian terms in general. 

The Rajavyavaharakosa is a lexicon which was composed for Sivaji by his minister 

Raghunatha Narayal)a Hanumante (about AD 1676-77). Unlike many other Sanskrit lexicons, 

it contains many Persian and Arabic terms along with their Sanskrit equivalents and is 

divided into tensectionsRiija, karyasthana, bhogya, sastra, caturaliga, siimanta, durga, 

lekhana, janapada, par:tyvarga. The author states that at the time of Chhatrapti Shivaji, many 

of the Sanskrit words became obsolete and Persian and Arabic words came in vogue. For the 



purpose to do away with the foreign words and to revive the usage of old Sanskrit terms, the 

present lexicon was composed. 

Bhuriprayoga of Padmanabhadatta (last quarter of 141
h century) is a lexicon of 

synonymous and homonymous words and is professed to be a supplement to the Amarakosa. 

Abhidhiinatantra of Jatadhara (before 1431 AD) is a vocabulary of synonymous and 

homonymous words. Anekiirthadhvanimafijarf of Gadasirhha (before 1431 AD) is a 

vocabulary of words having different meanings. Paficavargasan1grahaniimamiilii of 

Subhaslla (between AD 1450 and 1500) is a small lexicon which imitates the 

Abhidhiinacintiima~Ji ofHemacandra in style, division and general form. UJJiidiniimamiilii of 

Subhasila consists of words having uniidi suffixes. Paficatattvaprakiisa of Vel).Idatta (1644) 

is a metrical glossary containing vocables of five elements (prthvf-jala-tejas-viiyu-iiktisa) in 

335 verses. UJJiidinighaJJ!U of Veilkatdvara (1684-1712 AD) is a small work of about 720 

verses in five chapters. It brings together all the words that have been dealt with in 

UJJiidisutras. Dhara~Jfkosa ascribed to Dharal).Idhara (before AD 1159), is a vocabulary of 

homonymous words and arranged after the final letters and number of syllables like the 

Medinfkosa. It is also called Anekiirthasiira. Dvirupakosa is a small lexicon by SrThar~a (2nd 

half of the 12th century) which deals with words having two forms slightly different from one 

another. Such words may differ in the miitras or syllables or in gender; e.g., amar~a and 

iimar~a, agastya~ and agast* etc. Naniirthiirl)avasamk~epa ofKesava (12th or 13th century), 

deals with homonymous words consisting of 5800 verses and of 6 kii~Jflas according to the 

number of syllables in a word. The words are arranged in an alphabetical order and Vedic 

words are included in this lexicons. 32 AvyayasarngrahanighaJJ!U of Sakalyamallabhana 

(about 1330 AD) is a small lexicon of avyayas which contains only 50 verses. 

Ekiisararatnamiilii is a lexicon of Madhava (about 1350 AD) which deals with single letters 

of the alphabet and the meanings attached to each letter. Anekarthatilaka was written by 

Mahipa (before AD 1434) is a dictionary dealing with homonyms which is divided into four 

sections- Ekii~ara, Dyak~ara, T1yak~ara, SmnkfrJJavarJJaktiJJfla. It is also called 

Niiniirthatilaka. Sabdaratniikara ofVamanabhana Bal).a (about 1400 AD) is a dictionary of 

synonyms, homonyms and the indeclinables which contains 1050 verses in three sections. 

32 Kalpadrukosa, Introduction, xxxviii. 



Riipamaiijarlmiilii is a small thesaurus by Rupacandra (AD 1588) consisting 120 verses only, 

giving synonyms for vocables and is divided into 09 vargas. The last siimiinyavarga deals 

with homonymous words and is styled as the anekiirthavarga. The last but not least, 

Sabdamuktiimahiin:zava, a modem vocabulary prepared for Colebrooke by a Pandit named 

Taramal)i (about AD 1785) is a voluminous dictionary arranged alphabetically and further 

rearranged so that the words beginning with the same letter are again arranged according to 

the number of syllables and also according to the final letter of the words. 

1.5. Modern Sanskrit Dictionaries 

In the beginning of the 191
h Century A.D., Sanskrit lexicography with modem 

scientific approach started in the form of building bilingual and multilingual Sanskrit 

dictionaries. Pro£ Horace Hayman Wilson compiled 'A Sanskrit-English Dictionary.' This 

was published in 1819. In this dictionary the head-word is in Devanagari script with no 

accented transcription. An improvement over Wilson's dictionary was the Sanskrit-English 

Dictionary by Theodore Goldstucker, published in 1856 at Berlin. Viicaspatyam, A 

comprehensive monolingual Sanskrit dictionary, was compiled by Taranath Tarkavacaspati. 

It was published in 1873 at Calcutta in six volumes. The dictionary contains elaborate 

citations. Sabdakalpadruma was compiled by Raja Radhakanta Deva in 1886. This is a 

monolingual Sanskrit dictionary in five volumes. It has citations from various lexica and 

classical texts. It is arranged in modern alphabetical order. Sanskrit-Worterbuch, is one of the 

major Sanskrit dictionaries, compiled by Otto Bohtlingh and Rudolp Roth during 1852-75. It 

is popularly known as St. Petersburg Dictionary. It has seven volumes. The dictionary has 

cited a number of works on varieties of subject like art, astronomy, medicine, erotica and so 

on. The English version of the Perterburger Worterbuch as Sanskrit-English dictionary 

compiled by Carl Cappeller in 1891 at Strassburg. Sabdaratniikara is a Sanskrit-Marathi 

dictionary compiled by Madhava Candroba, published in 1870 at Bombay. The dictionary 

deals with words found in classical Sanskrit literature. The entries have no citations. The 

Monier-Williams Sanskrit-English Dictionary, published in 1899 at Oxford, is Etymogically 

and philologically arranged with special references to Indo-European cognate languages. A 

Practical Sanskrit-English Dictionary first by V.S. Apte was published in 1890 at Poona, in 



three parts. This dictionary includes Vedic terms. Dictionnaire Sanskrit-rancaise is a 

Sanskrit-French dictionary by Stchoupak, Nitti and Louis Renou, published in 1932 at Paris. 

Sabdaratnamahodadhi is a Sanskrit-Gujarati dictionary by Muktivijaya Gani published in 

1937 at Ahmedabad. A Sanskrit-Hindi dictionary called Sarpskrita Sabdarthakaustubha 

compiled by Dwarka Prasad Sharma and Tarinish Jha was published in 1957 at Allahabad. A 

Concise Etymological Sanskrit Dictionary called Kurzqetasstes Etymologisches Worterbuch 

des Altindischen was published during 1956-76 at Heidelberg. The dictionary gives German 

equivalents of Sanskrit terms with special emphasis on the etymology of Sanskrit terms. R.L. 

Turner's A Comparative Dictionary of Indo-Aryan Languages was published in 1966 at 

London. The Dictionary of Sanskrit on Historical Principles, a project of the Deccan College 

Post Graduate and Research Institute, Pune, is a hallmark in the history of Sanskrit 

Lexicography. The citations are arranged in chronological order under each meaning. Vedic 

Concordance of Bloomfield records mantras and formulate from vedic terms. There are some 

indexes and glossaries like Vedic Word Concordance(Vaidicpadiinukramakosa) of Visva 

Bandu, Word index to Patanjali's Mahabha~ya by Siddesavara Sastr1 Paduka and S. Citrava. 

Glossary of Smrti literature by S.C. Ranaji and Indian Epigraphical History published in 

1966. There are specialized word lists which are not lexicographical point of view. Some of 

them Vaidyaka Sabdasindhu by U.C. Gupta, Ayurvedic Mahiikosa by Vinodhrara Jos1 and 

Narayal)a Hari Jos1, The Srautkosa ofVaidic Sarpsodhana Man<;lala, Pune and A Dictionary 

of Hindi Architecture by P. K. Acarya(1927). 
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Chapter 2 

A Survey of Ayurvedic Nighal}tus 

2.1. Introduction 

The term NighalJ!U is suffixed to the titles of the works on ayurvedic materia medica. 

This term was originally intended to give only synonyms of Vedic terms. Since texts on 

ayurvedic material medica also include synonyms of drugs in the beginning, the same term 

gained popularity so much so that in the context of ayurveda, NighalJ!U became synonymous 

with materia medica. For this purpose the term Dravya Gu7J,a came to use only at later stage. 

Thus NighalJ,.tus are basically the specific lexical texts dedicated for the study of all aspects of 

drugs (herbs and plants) from their place of origin, their pharmacological actions, useful parts 

up to preparations and dosage. The Niagha~1!u may be defined as a glossary containing 

synonymous groups, the names of drugs, plants, animals minerals and that is administered 

either as food or medicine to the human body. Such kind of lexicons are Dhanvantarinighal}fU, 

Prayiiya-ratnamiilii,Prayayamuktiival~ NighalJ!U Se$a, Madan Vinoda,KeyadevNigha~J!u,Raj 

Nigha~1.tu(Abhidhiinacintiimal}i or Nighal}_turaja), Sivakosa,sabda Candrikii, Dak$inamurti 

NighalJ!U, Dravyamuktiivall, Prayiiyiir7J,av. 

The importance of NighalJ!U has been explained for the first time by Narahari Pandit, 

son oflsvarasuri in his work Raja Nigha~1!u during 14th Centuary A.D. He declares that people 

use to laugh at a medico who doesn't have the knowledge of Nigha7Jtus1 

The Nighantus have detailed studies about drugs on following parameters

Identification ofthe drug, 

Place of origin, 

Nomenclature, 

Collection, preservation, detoxification and useful parts, 

Pharmacological actions, 

Preparations, and Dosage. 

1 nighantuna vina vaidho vidvan vyakaranam vina I 
ayudham ca vina yodha trayo hasyasya bhavanam II (1.2 Raja Nighaotu) 



2.2 Pramukha Vaidyaka-kosa-

2.2.1. Dhanvantari Nighal}.tii 

The Dhanvantari NighalJ.tu(DN) is one of the important works on Drayagw;a. And ts 

attributed to Dhanvantari2 (before AD 500). On going through the introductory verses, it 

becomes clear that the original work was known as Dravyiivall. 3 Description of properties was 

added to it later on converting into a new text known as Dhanvantari NighalJfU. Thus the 

exiting text of the DN is the Dravyiivalz added with description of properties, actions and uses 

of substances. The Dravyiivall enumerates 373 items described in the text but as discussed 

earlier DN describes certain additional items also. The contents have been arranged 

systematically into seven groups as follows: 

Varga Contents 

1. Gut;lucyiidi 1. bitter and evacuative drugs. 

2. Satapu~piidi 2. sptces. 

3. Candaniidi 3. mostely fragrant substances. 

4. Karavzriidi 4. small plants and herbs. 

5. Amriidi 5. big fruity trees. 

6. Suvan;iidi 6. minerals and dietary substances. 

7. Misrakiidi 7. groups of drugs and poisons. 

Table2.1 : Structure of Dhanvantari NighalJ!U 

The text deals with the vocabulary of medicinal herbs and plants. Synonyms for herbs and 

plants together with their properties are described by the author. 

2.2.2. A~tanga Nighal}.tii 

2 In Dhanvantari Nighar:zfu (ASS), Introduction p.2, the editor Vaidya Narayan Shastri Purandare seems 
to be of the opinion that the work must have been composed by one of the disciples of Dhanvantari, 
who is supposed to be the most ancient authority on Indian medicine, during his life-time (Ayarh 
granthal;z Dhanvantaryanteviisiniimii kenacidapi chiitre!Ja grathita iti jlvasviiyurvediiciirye~u 
Dhanvantarisvasya granthasya viracanii jiitetyuditavacaniit suniscitameva ). 
3 Gar:wdravyiivati dyuktii sayogii saha miitrayii I 
Prayiiyaniimiinyucyante gu{iiicyiideryathiikramam II 
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The text deals with the vocabulary of medicinal herbs and plants. Synonyms for herbs and 

plants together with their properties are described by the author. 

2.2.2. A~taliga Nighal}tii 

The A$tiinga NighaiJ!U was written by Vagbhata or Vahata(8th Century A.D.). It was appended 

to A$.liinga Hrdaya4 but this NighaiJ!U portion is not seen in the present texts of A$/iinga 

Hrdaya. This work deals with synonyms only. The author had made attempts to describe the 

drugs clearly as such he has coined new synonyms which are very significant for giving clear 

picture ofthe dravya. Eg. 

Pha1Jijihvapar1Jz (having leaves like snake's tongue) for Satavarz. 

Vindhyajata (growing in Vindhya region) for Bibhztakz. 

2.2.3. Paryayaratnamala 

It is known as one of the works of Indian Materia Medica by Madhavakara(700 AD) son of 

Indukara or Indrakara. As its name implies, this work is a synonymous medical lexicon or 

NighaiJ!U in its broadest sense. This work is a synonymous medical dictionary of botanical 

terms and contains the names of plants and herbs which were generally used by physicians for 

medical purposes in old days. Here, the arrangement of the words is neither systematic, nor is 

the work divided into sections. It incorporates numerous words of common parlance. It has 

appended to itself a section on homonyms and another on mana-measures including paribhii$ii. 

The synonyms are presented m s/akas,(ll.l3-1472), ardhaslokas(11.218-578), 

padas(11.580.1424) and padardhas(11.1425-1472). The homonyms are presented according to 

the number of meanings attached to every word viz. i) words having a single additional 

meaning, ii) words having two meanings each and iii) words having many meanmgs. 

Paryayaratnamala have attained much popularity and is frequently quoted in the works and 

commentaries of Sarvananda, Rayamukuta, Medin!, Bhanujl and others. The lexicon contains 

the names of a large number of drugs and plants many of which are not traceable in other 

glossaries; e.g. Ak~uka, A~fta, itakafa, uccafa, rk~agandha, kapiifacakra, kumiirajlva, etc. 

4 Srimadviihatiiciiryaviracitiiyiima$tiiilgahridayasaf!Jhitiiyiima$tiiilganighaf)tul) samiiptal) (Last verse 

of A$tii1iga Nigha~ltu). 



It is a medical glossary written by Haricarana Sena. In the introductory stanzas the author 

acknowledges his debt to Madhavakara. 5 The work appears to have been based on the 

Paryiiyaratnamiilii and in many cases the auther has freely borrowed from Madhavakara'work. 

The whole work is written in a metrical form and is divided into 23 vargas-

Sugandhivarga madhyagandhavarga hlnagandhavarga siirajavarga ratnavarga 

dhiitiipadhiituvarga madhuravarga amlavarga uttamasiikavarga tikkasiikavarga pu~pavarga 

lfliiphalavarga kandavarga mahiivrk~avarga madhyamavrk~avarga hrasvavrk~avarga 

latiivarga simbzsiikiidhanyavarga tnzadhiinyavarga krtannavarga piinfyavarga iivasyajkavarga 

bhautikiidivarga. 

2.2.5. Sabda Pradipa 

The Sabda-pradlpa by Suresvara, is a dictionary of botanical terms. Naming the different 

plants, it mentions also their medical properties. The work is divided into two broad divisions: 

the svara-ka!J-da (section on vowels); and the vyafijana-kii~J¢a (section on consonants). 

Suresvara was a court physician to King Bhimapala who probably belonged to the Pala 

dynasty; the sabda-pradlpa was written for him inl 075.6 

2.2.6. Dravyagul}.a Saipgraha 

This is the work of Cakrapanidatta(ll th Century A.D.). Cakrapan is considerd as a resident of 

Brrbhumi in the Province of Bengal. In Dravyagw;a Sal]1graha the drugs have been collected 

along with their properties in 15 vargas. 

2.2.7. Sabda Candrika 

5 Purvaril lokahitiiya Miidhavakariibhikhyo bhi~ak kevalam 
ko~iinve~miatatpara?1 pravitatiiyurvedaratniikariit I 
miiliiril ratnamay!m cakiira sa yathiilabhmil samuddhrtya yam 
siismiibhi~ kaman!yabhaktiracaniidviiranyathii grathyate II 
6 

A.B. Keith, HSL, p. 123. 



The Sabda-Candrikti by CakrapaQidatta(1060 Century A.D.), is a medicinal glossary dealing 

with vegetable and mineral substances. It also contains a chapter on compounds, both in 

medicine and in dietetics, and is divided into the following nine sections: 

1. vrk$iidi-varga (section on trees and the like); 

2. suvan:ziidi-varga (section on gold and the like); 

3. ghrtiidi-varga (section on clarified butter and the like); 

4. bhiimyiidi-varga (section on land and the like); 

5. manusya-varga (section on man); 

6. sirrzhiidi-varga (section on the lion and the like); 

7. madyiidi-varga (section on wine and liquors); 

8. pmica-kasiiyiidi-varga (section on five astringent juices and the like); 

9. iriphaliidi-varga (section on three fruits viz. harltaki, bibhltakl, and iimalaki and the 

like). 

Cakrapanidatta is believed to have lived under the patronage ofSahajapala and Nayapala ofthe 

Pala dynasty. He was a well-known author and wrote several medical treatises in Sanskrit 7. 

2.2.8. Nighal}tii Sesa 

It is a botanical supplement of Abhidhtinacinttimmyi ofHemachandra. Nighal).tu Se~a contains 

398 slokas which give the synonyms ofthe plants and description ofherbs. This work has been 

divided into six kandas. 

7 Lukas, D. Shanthkumar, 2006, An Introduction to NighaTJtU of Ayurveda, p.93. 



Kanda Slokas Contents 

1. Vrksa 183 1. all trees. 

2. Gulma 104 2. shrubs. 

3. lata 45 3. creepers. 

4. siika 34 4. vegetables. 

5. tma 17 5. grasses. 

6. dhiinyakii!Jcja 15 6. cereals and legumes. 

Table2.2 : Structure of NighaJJ.tu Sesa 

2.2.9. Sodhla Nighal}tfi 

The Socjhala Nigha~1.tu is made by So9hala(l2th Century A.D.).In this Nigha~1_tu, So9hala 

emphasized that the Physician who does not know the properties of diet and drugs is not fit to 

be a Physician. 8 The Socjhala NighaJJ.tu is divided into 26 vargas. In the first seven vargas 498 

dravyas are mentioned. In Socjhala NighaJJ.tu the basic concept of dravyas have been explained 

loke dravya, rasa, vlrya, vipiika and prabhiiva on the basis of As.tiinga Hrdaya. 

2.2.10. Madhava Dravyagul}a 

The Miidhava DravyaguJJa is composed by Miidhava9(1250 A.D.), son oflndukara. Miidhava 

DravyaguJJa has been divided into the vargas, they are- Vividhausadhivarga, Lava}Javarga, 

lksuvarga, Madhuvarga, Kslravarga, Dadhivarga, Takravarga, Navanztavarga, Ghrtavarga, 

Tailvarga, Snehavarga, Madyavarga, Kiinjikavarga, Mutravarga, Toyavarga, Siilivarga, 

Kudhiinyavarga, Simbidhiinyavarga, Miirrzsavarga, Matsyavarga, Phalavarga, Sakavarga, 

Sres.tavarga, Rasavarga, M a7Jcjavarga, A nnavarga, Piinabhaksyavarga, A nupiinavidhi, 

Praklr}Javarga. 

8 Bhi(fag bhe(fajabhojuiiniim yon a veti gu~uiguuaml 
Na sa vaidyab sabhiisabhyo karttavyo na ca bhrmrtiimll 
9 Miidhavakavinii racitab sukhahetob samastasatviiniimJ(The last verse ofMadhava Dravyagm;a ). 



2.2.11. Abhidharatnamala 

The Abhidhiinratnamiilii is a Nighal)tu of synonymous style. There is no indication about the 

author of this Nighm:ztu. The subject matter of Abhidhanratnamalii is arranged in six Skandhas 

according to six rasa, therefore it is also known as $at;larasa Nighal)tu. In the beginning ofthe 

chapters, all the drugs described therein are enumerated, there after the drugs are described one 

by one in the same order with the synonyms. The Skandhas and the number of drugs are as-

Skandha Number of drugs 

1. Madhura 102 

2. Amla 32 

3. Laval).a 11 

4. Tikta 128 

5. Katu 70 

6. Ka~aya 115 

-Table2.3 : Structure of Abhidhanratnamala 

2.2.12. Hrdaya Dipaka 

Hrdayadfpaka ofBopadeva (about 1250 AD) is a medical work being a collection of approved 

recipes, for the treatment of several acute and chronic diseases. It also contains a glossary of 

medical technical terms and consists of 176 verses and is divided into 8 vargas

Catu~piidavarga, tripiidavarga, dvipiidavarga, ekapiidavarga, dviniimavarga, ekaniimavarga, 

niiniirthavarga, misrakavaragavarga. This NighalJtu has been written on the basis of 

synonyms but not on the basis of gul)akarma. There is much similarity in the description of 

Amarakosa and Hrdyadfpaka. Eg. 



Amarakosa Hrdyadl]Jaka 

1. Cavyam tu cavika I Cavyam kolam ca cavika I 

2. Satamulo bahusutabhzrul:z I Satapatra bahusuta satamulll 

2.2.13. Madanapala Nighal}.tu 

The Madanapala Nigha!Jtu was the effort of the King Madanapala (AD 1375). 

This huge lexicon is commonly known by its shorter title Madanavinoda and also as Madana 

Nigha!J.tu. MadanpaJa described over 500 ingredients,which are used in medicine, food and 

drink and which include vegetable products, animal products, metals, gems and jewels in this 

work. It is containing about 2250 verses and is divided into twelve sections: 

Vargas Contents 

I. Bhayadi 1. 165 dravyas 

2. Sugradi 2. 39 dravyas 

3. Karpuradi 3. 84 aromatic dravyas 
4. Dhatvadi 

4. 44 metals and minerals including gems. 
5. Vanaspati 

5. 50 dravyas. 
6. Phala 

Saka 
6. 56 edible dravyas. 

7. 

8. Paniyadi 
7. 56 dravyas. 

9. Ik~ukadi 
8. Description like water, milk, alcohol, and urine. 

1 0. Dhanyakrtannadi 9. Description of sugarcane, madhu etc. 

11. Marpsa 10. Description of different food preparations. 

12. Misraka 11. Description of various birds and animals meat. 

12.Description of anupana and seasonal regimens. 

Table2.4 : Structure of Madanapiila Nigha!Jtu 

Madanapal introduced many new meterials and drugs such as Ahiphena, Bhmiga, Jayaphala, 

Kumari, Paraszkayavani etc. He has described the properties of human urine. He has 
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established the concept of Baliicatu~·taya. For each drug, the synonyms, pharmacological 

action and therapeutic uses with basis ayurvedic concept is composed in a lucid style. 

2.2.14. Raja Nighal}tu 

It is written by a Kasmlrl Pandit, Sri Naraharl Pandit (after AD 1375), son ofiswarl Surl. The 

original name of Raja Nigha7Jtu is Abhidhiinacintiima~zi. It si also known as Nigha~!uriija and 

Dravyiibhidhiinaga~wsa171graha. It is a medical glossary consisting of the names of various 

herbs and their medical properties. It is almost entirely limited to Materia Medica, or the 

synonyms and properties of various vegetable and mineral products considered to possess 

medicinal value. The nomentclature of dravyas and their synonyms are given on the basis of10
: 

1) Ru(ihi(Tradition or usage), 

2) Svabhava(By thei natural properties like U~f,la, slta, guru, laghu etc.), 

3) Desokta(Accoding to local names), 

4) Liincchana(On the basis of special Characters observed which are very distinct eg. 

Cakrika, raktablja etc), 

5) Upamii(The synonyms are given which are simple to the beasts and animals. Eg 

gokaff,ll, asvagandha, nakull etc.), 

6) Vlrya(According to the virya present in the dravya they are named or synonyms are 

given. Eg. D~al)a etc.), 

7) 7) ltarahvaya(Synonyms. of dravya depending upon the de8a etc. Eg. Kabojl, magadha, 

sindhu etc). 

The whole of Raja Nigha1Jtu is written m 23 chapters with elaborate description in the 

concerned matter. The chapters are as follows- Anupiidi, bhumi, gu(iucyiidi, Satiivahadi, 

parpa!iidi, pippalyadi, mulakiidi, Salmalyiidi, prabhadriidi, karavfriidi, iimriidi, candanadi, 

suva~iidi, piinfyiidi, k~friidi, salyiidi, miirilsiidi, manu~yiidi, sifizhiidi, rogiidi, satviidi, 

misrakiidi, ekiirthiidi, dvayarthiidivarga. 

10 Nomoni kvacidiha ridif) svabhovot_ desoktasya kvacit ca lofichanopamobhyom I 
Vlryef)a kvaciditarohvayodidesat, dravyof)am dhruvamiti sa pta coditoni II 
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2.2.15. Kaideva Nighal}tu 

This Nighal)tu was written by Kaiyadeva, a resident of Gujarat and the son of Saranga. 

Raghava Bhata has written a commentary on Kaiyadeva Nigha!J.tu named Padthadada in 1493 

A.D. Kaiyadeva Nighal).tu is a pharmacopoeia concentrating on dietetics. Hence, it is also 

called by the name Pathya-Apathya Viveka. Kaiyadeva has classified the dravyas into nine 

vargas or groups. He has followed the grouping of dravya according to Vagbhata. He has 

given new grouping of drugs by adding Vihara varga and Nanartha varga for the study of 

synonyms. In au$adha varga he has included more substances which are medicinally used. The 

vargas are- Au$adhavarga, Dhatuvarga, Dhanyavarga, Dravyavarga, Krtannavarga, 

Miil?tsavarga, Viharavarga, Mi$rakavarga, Nanarthavarga. All the parts are not available 

today. Meherchand Laxmandas publication of Lahore has edited and published only the 

A U$adhivarga. 

2.2.16. Bhavaprakasa- Nighal}tu 

Bhtivapraktisa NighaiJ.tu is an important work of ayurveda, which is enumerated among 

'Laghutrayl'. Though it is mentioned as the third book among Laghutrayl, it is a popular work 

among Vaidyas for Centuries. It is one ofthe classical works of Bhavamisra. The historians of 

ayurveda consider Bhavamisra as a bridge between medieval period and modem period. In his 

work two portions are there one of Sa1?1hita portion which is divided into three parts like 

Piirvakhamja, Madhyamakhancja and Uttarakhancja. Other one is the NighaiJ.tU portion, which 

is popularly known as Bhavaprakasa Nigha!J.tu. Bhiivamisra has followed most of the 

Madanapala Nigha!J.tu in this work. This Nigha!J.tu is considered as the latest among classical 

works in the field of Dravyagul)a Nighal).fu. The Nighal).tu portion is commonly followed by 

physicians and students of Dravyagul)a. This Nighal).tu consists a total of23 chapters-

harltakytidi, karpiirtidi, gucji"icytidi, pu~pavarga, vaftidivarga, timrtidi, dhtitwtidi, 

dhtinyavarga, sakavarga, mti1J1Savarga, k[ttinnavarga, Vtirivarga, dugdhavarga, dadhivarga, 

takravarga, navanltavarga, ghrtavarga, miitravarga, tailavarga, sandhanavarga, madhuvarga, 

ik~uvarga and anektirthtintimvarga. 
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2.2.17. Sivakosa 

This work has been prepared by Sivadata Misra, son of Caturbhuja. Writer belonged to the 

family of Vaidyas and was himself a learned physician. 11 The Sivakosa is a glossary of 

medicinal plants and gives homonyms for different herbs and plants. It arranged according to 

the final letter of the word and the number of syllables such as words having one syllable, two 

syllables, three syllables and so on. In Sivakosa there are 540 verses. The author himself has 

written a commentary by name Sivakosa Vyiikhyii otherwise known as Siva-Prakiisa. In this 

work names of plants, trees and herbs are given. In compiling the present lexicon the author 

seems to have utherities quoted by him at the beginning of his work. Among such authorities 

he includes Sabdiin:zava, Ajaya, Amara, VopiilitasilJlha, Medinz, Visva, Hariivall, 

Haliiyudha,Siisvata, Haima, and Trikii!J¢ase~a. 12 

2.2.18. Dravyagul}a Sataka 

The Dravyagu!JaSata Sloki, which is also known as the Pathyapathya-Nigha!J!U or 

Dravyagu!Ja-Sata-Sloki, was written by Trimallabhatta between 1383 and 1499. It is a 

medicinal treatise giving the medical properties of usual articles of diet. Although it thus deals 

with the medical aspects of food substances, it also gives a classification of these substances. 

The work consists of 100 verses divided into fourteen sections: (i) jala-varga (section on 

water); (ii) dugdha-varga (section on milk); (iii) dhiinya-varga (section on paddy); (iv) 

mmJ1Sa-varga (section on meat); (v) siika-varga (section on leaves and vegetables); (vi) ik~u

varga (section on sugar-cane and the like); (vii) taila-varga (section on oil); (viii) madhu-

11 Cakre Caturbhujab kosamssivadattab sivavidam I 
Iti kmpurlya sivadattakrtab sivakosab purnah II 

12 Sabdiirr:wviijayiimaravopii/itasif!lhamedinivisviin 
Hiiriivalihaliiyudhasiisvatahaimatrikiivaasesiif!ISCa 
Prftyai vivicya bhi$ajo vividhau$adhaniif!laSaf]1dihiinasya 
Niiniirthau$adhakasa viracyate lingabhedena. 
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varga (section on sugar-cane and the like); (vii) taila-varga (section on oil); (viii) madhu

varga (section on honey); (ix) draksiidi-varga (section on grapes and the like); (x) suf}thyiidi

varga (section on ginger and the like); (xi) siddhiinna-varga (section on boiled rice or cooked 

food); (xii) madya-varga (section on wine); (xiii) abhyaizgiidi-varga (section on cosmetics); 

and (xiv) tiimbuliidi-varga (section on betel leaves and the like 13
). 

2.2.19. Rajvallaba NighaQ.tu 

Riijvallaba Nighaf}_tu is composed by Vaidyasiromal)i Sri Rajavallabha(l81
h Century A.D.). 

This text is followed and exemplified the slokas of Madanapiila Nighaf}tu and Bhiivaprakiisa 

Nighaf}JU. This work has been divided into six Pariccheda( chapters). 

2.2.20. NighaQ.tu Ratnakara 

The Nighaf}tu Ratniikara is written by Vasudeva Godbole. This Nighaf}tu consists two parts-

1. Prathamakharja- It consists the subject on dravyaguf}a, sarTra, a~tasthiinaparTk~ii, 

miinaparibhii~a, rasasiistra, ajTrf}amanjarT etc. 

2. Dvitryakhaf}(ia- It consists the subject of Nidiina and Cikitsii have been dealt with. 

Except the above mentioned Nighaf}fus, there are some other important works which 

have a great role to play in the enrichment of Sanskrit lexical resources. Laghu NighafJtu is 

a small lexicon composed by Vyasa Keshava Rama(18111 Century A.D.). This is a 

synonymous type of work of which the style is very simple and the metre followed is 

Anustubh. Nithaf}tu Sailgtaha ofRaghunathaji Indraji(1893 A.D.) provides the names ofthe 

plants in ten different languages like Sanskrit, Gujarati, Marati, Hindi, Kannada, Telgu, 

Pharsi, Arabi, English and Latin. Siiligriima Nighaf}tu is composed portion of volume 7 and 

8 of the Brihan Nighaf}_tu Ratniikara, published by Kherparaja Srikn>l)a Das, Bombay. The 

author of this work is Lala Saligrama Vaisya. This Nighaf}_tu is divided into two parts. 

13 Chatterji, Suniti Kumar, 2007, The Cultural Heritage of India, Voi.S.p.333. 
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Vanaspati Sastra of Thakur Jayakp;;Qa Indraji(19th Century A.D.), was written in Gujarati 

in the name of 'Barada Dungarani Jadibooto.' Vanau$adhi Darpa~w of Birjacaran 

Gupta(19th Century A,D.), is written in Bengali language. It contains paribh~a, describes 

rasa, gul)a, v1rya and vipaka and consists ofroganusara suc1, index of the plants in different 

languages like Sanskrit, Latin, Bengali and other local languages. Haritakyadi 

Nigha1J.lu(1926 A.D.) is written by Vaidyalankara Siva Sarma. This work is on BN and 

written in simpler words for easy understanding. It includes all the verses ofBN along with 

same verses. The author has given the names of drugs in his work in Hindi, English, Parsi 

and in other vernacular names. Nigha~Jtu A¢arsa(1928 A.D) ofVaidya Bapal, is one ofthe 

earlist works on DravyaguQa during modern period. This work deals with individual 

dravya, with their Nirukti and properties. The text is presented in two volums as Purvan;lha 

and Uttaran;lha. The morphology of 571 drugs, properties, formulations and some of the 

Unani drugs have been mentioned in 126 vargas. Mahau$adha Nigha1Jtu(1972 A.D.) was 

written by Aryadasa Kumarasirpha, a native of Sri Lanka. This work is the synonyms ofthe 

drug SuQtl. Priya Nigha~Jtu of Prof Priya Vrata Sarma, is an important text, which give a 

clear idea of the plant. 14 The synonyms which denote different meaning of a drug has been 

explained. Prof Priya Vrata Sarma has also composed a lexicon named Dravyagu~Jakosa, 

which contains terms relating to medicinal plants, their properties and actions with exact 

references of the sourse texts. Bedi Vanaspati is a unique lexicon on Medicinal plants, 

written by Prof Ramesh Bedi. This huge Kosa is presented in six volumes and is arranged 

in Devanagari Alphabetical order. It is enriched with 2400 photoes(llOO colored and 1300 

black and white ). This lexicon comprise Medicinal, economical, industrial, agricultural, 

horticultural, silvicultural, ornamental, religious, cultural and ethonobotonical plants grown 

throughout India, Bhutan and Brazil. He has also furnished the names of plants in Hindi, 

Sanskrit, English, Latin and regional languages with their botanical character, habitat, 

chemical composition, uses etc. The author has used the whole Indian literature including 

Vedic, Jain, Buddist, Puranic and Epic works of Sanskrit literature along with Ayurvedic 

Nighamus. 

14 Pryoyon bahubhovabodhajanakan bhrontyovahon suddhaye I 
Buddheston parihrtya nom kathitam tvekorthaviadyaif) padaif) I 
Rupajfianamupek$itam kha/u puranavasyakam yanmatam I 
Tannunam punareva sodhanadhiyo kificit samutthopyate II (Priya NighaQtU 4) 
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Chapter3 

Structure and Organization of the Amarakosa and its Vanau~adhiVarga 

3.1 Introduction 

Amarakosa(AK) is the most popular lexicon among Sanskrit lexical texts. It was memorized by 

Sanskrit Students from their childhood alongwith A$tiidhyiiy'i. It was easy to memorize this 

lexicon as it is composed in anu$_tubh meter using simple language. The importance of these 

two texts has been expressedinthe following sloka - "A~{adhyayf jaganmata amarakoso 

jagatpital" 

3.2 The authorship of Amarakosa 

Amarakosa, the very title suggests, was the effort of the Amarasirpha. Colophon at the end of 

each chapter (kiim;la) suggests that this work was composed by Amarasirpha himself. 1 More 

than it, the lexicographer has not provided any other information about his birth place and time. 

Most of the scholars agree that he was a Buddhist-

Bhatta ~1rasvami, the very first commentator of AK, commenting on the first verse of AK2 

has used the phrase 'ak~aya' as 'ak$obhya Budha' in his commentary at the start of the second 

verse of AK by saymg "ittham granthiirambhe abh'ipsitasidhihetu jinamanusrtya 

srotrprotsiihantham." Bhatta K~rrasvam1 indicated that Amarasirpha was the follower of 

Budha. Sarvanande, another commentator of AK, also wrote "atra ciinuktoapi 

siikyalalcya~warthe jniinadayiidibhi/:t spa${am prat'iyata iti." Commenting on the first verse of 

AK, Rayamukuta also accept AmarasitT~ha as budhist.3 AmarasitT~ha counted the synonyms of 

Budha before the synonyms of deity Brahma, Vi~QU etc. PaQ<;iita Sivadatta Sarma also 

explained in his AK edition as follows- "ayamarasiJ?zha/:t kadii kilrl}iit'iya/:z kutratyam 

1 "ltyamarasirnhakrtau niimalirngiinusiisano"( Colophon at the end of each kiim;Ja of AK.) 
2 Yasya jnanadayiisindhoragiidhasyiinaghii guf)ii/:1. 
Sevyatiimak$ayo dh/rii/:1 sa sriye ciimrtiiya ca .. 
3"/ha tu buddhiidipadollekhe krte dak$if)ii pathapathika siirthiiniimanupiideyatii syiit, k($f)iidipadol/ekhe tu 

tatkii/akavaliatamadoddhariif)am bauddhiiniimityubhayasiidhiiraf)yenopiideyatiirtham mukhyiirthiinuddeso na 

do$iiya." (Padacanrika by Rayamukuta, p. 4, 1969, Sarnskrta koleja, Calkatta). 



mahlmal}r/alam mal}r/yaiickiireti na niscitam. parantu(amarii nirjarii deviistridasii vibuddhiih 

suriih-ityiidinii) devasiimiinyaniimiinyuktvii devavise$aniimiirambhe 'sarvajiiah sugato buddha 

dharmariistathiigatah I samantabhadro bhagaviin miirajillokajijjinah' ityiidinii buddhaniimnii 

lekhanena bauddhatvamavaslyate I "4 'dharmariijau jinayamau '5 Here, AmaraSiJTlha put the 

wordjina before the word yamau. On this basis, Sri, Krishnaji Govind Oka, in the introduction 

ofhis book Amarasi7J1ha kii niimalilJigiinusiisana, has accepted AmarasiJTlha as Buddhist. 

But by accepting Amarasirpha as Budhist on the basis of above mentioned evidence, it is 

surprising that there is no technical word in AK related to Bauddha Sangha. Besides this, the 

importance of varl}iisrama and yajiia are explained by the lexicographer in AK. After doing a 

complete analysis of AK it becomes clear that Amarasirpha was a believer in the mainsream 

Vedantic system of thought. AK is the evidence that Amarasirpha was a learned person. He 

was well versed with grammars and the lexicons which were composed prier to him. He was 

also well versed with the various domain of knowledge like iiyurveda, astronomy etc. It is 

explained by Rajasekhara, in his text Kiivyami7J1miisii, that Amarasirpha had participated in the 

examination of poets held at Ujjayini-

sruyate cojjayinyiim kiivyaparlk$ii-

Iha kiilidiisasamel}thiivatriimararupasurabhiiravayab. 

Haricandracandraguptau parlk$itiiviha visiiliiyiim .. 6 

3.3. Date of Amarakosa 

Clear evidence regarding the of Amarasirpha is also not available This however can be 

determined indirectly after discussing some external and internal resources. 

Gm:mrata, a resident of Ujjayini, translated the AK into Chinese language in six Century A.D. 

So we can say that Amara would be prior to 61
h Century A.D. 7 But how much prior? It seems 

4 Quated by Kailasacandra TripathT, Amarakosa ka ko~asastrJya tatha bha~asatrJya adhyayana, p. 18. 
5 (Amarkosa 3.3.31) 
6

. In the tenth chapter offirst AdhikarQa of Kavyamirnmasa. 
7 Upadhyaya, Baldev, 2006, Sarnsk.rta siistrorn ka itihasa,, p. 342. 



that Amarasiqilla was prior to Candragomi (a grammarian). In AK, the words 'prajiiu' for 

'pragatajanu', 'urdhvajiiul}' for 'urdhvajanu' and 'saiJl}iiu' for 'saqillatajanu' are indicated. 8 

The formation of these three words can only be odne by using the Panini's rules 

'prasa~pbhyiilfl jiinunorjiiu(5.4.129) and 'urdhaviid vibhii~ii'(5.4.130). According to 

Candravyakaral)a the form of these words are- Prajiia, urdhvajiia, salJ'ljiia. Thus Amarasirpha 

was the prior to Candragom'l (51
h Century A.D.). By tradition Amarasirpha is supposed to be as 

one of the nine jewels at the court of king Vikrmaditya as-

Dhanvantarik$apa1Jakiimarasilflhasaf!1kuvetalabhat!aghatakharparakalidasa/:ll 

Kyato varahamihiro nroate/:1 sabhayam ratnani vai vararucirnava vikramasyall 

But who was the king Vikramaditya and when did he rule? Many questions on the identity of 

king Vikramaditya are still obscure to us. 

Dr. Rajbali Pal)<;ieya has fixed 151 Century B.C. as the period of Amarasiqilla on the basis of 

nine jewels at the court of king Vikramaditya. 9 The same period was also fixed by Wilson in 

the introduction of his book 'Sanskrit.' 

Dr. Har Dutt Sharma in his introduction to the edition of the Amarakosa with K~Irasvamin' s 

comentry, 10 after discussing some internal evidence the age of Amarasiqilla, remarks: 'The 

theory of the existence of antarabhavadeha is rejected by Vindhyavasin (lsvarakr$1Ja). This 

shows that Amarasiqilla was not acquainted with the revised notions of Sankhya philosophy as 

proposed by Isvarakr~Qa. This circumstance, again strengthens the probability that 

Amarasiqilla lived prior to Isvarakr~l)a, that is, in the fourth Century A.D. 11 

According to Dr. Ramji Upadhyaya, Amarasirpha would be in Gupta period (fourth Century 

A.D). 12 The industries and social context regarding to the Gupta period are reflected in the 

manu$yavarga of AK. 

8 Khurar:u11) sycit khuraf)asal) prajiiul) pragatajcinukal) I 
Urdhvjiiururdhvajcinul) sycit sarnjiiul) sarnhatajcinukal) II (AK 2.9.47) 
9 Quoted by Balmukuda dvivedT, p.69, Sarnkrta ko?-udbhava aur vikcisa,1979. 
10 Publised in the Poona Oriental Series, Poona,1941. 
11 Ibid, introduction, p. x. 
12 Bharat ki prachin Sanskriti, p.732, kitab mahal, 2003. 



On the basis of facts, mentioned above, it can be determined that Amarasirpha was during the 

late of fourth Century AD and at the start of the fifth Century AD. 

3.4. The text of Amarakosa 

3.4.1.Names of Amarakosa 

Besides the Amarakosa, the name used for AK is Niimalingiinusiisanam which is indicated by 

Amarairpha as-

SmiihtyiinyatantriilJ'i Sa1J1/cyiptai pratismnskrtai/:1. 

Sampiinwmucyate varganiimaliligiisiisanam .. 13 

Thus the lexicon is popularly known by the name Niimalingiinusiisanam, meaning thereby a 

work which deals with vocables (niima) and their genders (litiga). It is also known as 

trikii~Jrfakosa and 1s divided into three kii~Jrfas {svargakii!J-rfa, bhiimyiidikii~J-rfa, 

samiikhyiikii7J-rfa1each kii~Jrfa again being sub-divided into 25sections called the vargas. 

3.4.2. Arrangement of words in Amarakosa 

The arrangement of words by any lexicographer in his lexicon has not only the importance to 

provide the meaning of words but also gives the introduction of cultural and intellectual 

development of lexicographer's period. Classification of words in AK, is according to 

synonymy and homonymy. A major part of it deals with synonyms and only one small section 

viz., the niiniirthavarga is devoted to homonyms and is arranged after the final consonants. 

Words are recorded in the form of inflected forms. Indeclinables are treated in one chapter. The 

order of words selection is according to subject. Words are divided into vargas as their 

meanings. Amarasirpha does not list all the animals in si1J1hiidivarga, one finds cattle like cow, 

sheep under the vaisyavarga, because animal husbandry was their profession. Elephants, 

horses, etc are under the k$afriyavarga. It was they who used it in warfare. It is clear that in a 

varga, related words are mentioned. Word groups in AK show how its structure was dictated 

by the world view of Amarasirpha and the needs of his society. 

13 AK 1.1.2 



3.4.3.Basis of Kal}.~a-division and the Order of Kal}.~as 

Three kiil)(ias are the result of adopting the kosa tradition. Vaidic nighal),tu is the only available 

nighal),lu before AK which is divided into three part (Kiil)(ias). Use of the word 'Kiilpja; for the 

large unit of text is older than nighal),tu. In taittirfya sarrzhitii, siima sal'f!hitii and atharveda 

Sal?Zhitii the word 'Kiil)(ia' is used for chapter. In niiniirtha varga of AK, Amarasirpha uses the 

word Kiil)(ia for collection of vargas. 14 Amarasirpha divided the kiil)(ias as the order of 

important collected matters. In the first kiil)(ia called svarga (heaven), deities, and related 

matters are described. It is appropriate that Amarsinrpha starts his work with the kiil)(ia called 

svargiidikiil)rja and the first heading in this kiil)(ia too is svargvarga and Gods occupied the top 

place in that society and guided not only destiny but also all social activity. In the second 

kiil)(ia, the first five vargas deal with natural objects such as earth, seas, plants and animals 

etc. and the last five vargas deal with social structure. And in the third kiil)(ia, there are 

collected the adjectives of that nouns, which are mentioned in first two kii~1(ias. This is the 

Indian view where at first the importance is given to heaven (parloka) and then earth (ihalika). 

Thus the kiil)(ia division in AK, is on the basis of Indian view about the importance of subject 

matters. 15 

The order of three kii~zrjas into 25 vargas are as follows

kiindas and vargas in AK 

1.svargakii7J-rja (svargavarga, vyomavarga, digvarga, kafavarga, dhlvarga, sabdiidivarga, 

niityavarga, piitiilabhoglvarga, narakavarga, viirivarga) 

2.bhumyiidikii7J-rja (bhumivarga, puravarga, saifavarga, vanau~adhivarga, sirrzhiidivarga, 

manu~yavarga, brahmavarga, k~atriyavarga, vaiSyavarga, sudravarga) 

3 .Samiikhyiikiil}{ia ( vise~yanighnavarga, saf!Zklr7J-avarga, niiniirthavarga, avyayavarga, 

lif!lgiidivarga) 

The AK consists of 1538 verses (slokas) composed in anu$,tubh 16meter. 

14 Kandostri dandabanrvavargavasaravarisu. (AK 3.3.43) 
15 Tripathi, Dr. Kailasa Nath, Amarkosa ka kosasastriya tatha bhasasastriya adhyayana, p. 80. 
16 Slake $O$tOfTl guruf)1 jfieyaf)1 sarvatra /aghu paficamam. 
Dvicatuf)padayorhrasvam saptamaf)1 d/rghamanyayof) .. 
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3.4.4.Basis of Varga division and Order of Vargas 

As Amarasirpha fixed the order of kii(ldas according to the importance of objects, He used the 

same logic in the division and composition of vargas. First and second kii(lc}as constist of ten 

vargas and third consists of five vargas. It can't be said that this is the only scientific order of 

varga-division because each lexicographer may have his own views about varga division. The 

words arranged in ten vargas in a kii(lc}a could be divided into 15 or 20 vargas. In AK, division 

of kii(lc}as in 10, 10 and 5 vargas shows the art of lexicographer and his view about the 

importance of objects. In the first kii(lc}a, Amarsirpha starts his work with svargavarga 

(heaven) and goes to narakavarga (hell) and in the last the viirivarga (water) is mentioned. 

This viirivarga is presented in the form of introduction to the second kii(lc}a. This varga starts 

with the synonymy of sea. Earth is surrounded by sea. So this varga carries us to the second 

kii(lc}a which starts with bhiimivarga. Here the question can be raised that why the earth related 

word groups such as water, wave, boat and well etc. are putin the viirivarga instead of 

bhiimivarga. It is because Amarasirpha listed all that words in a heading which are related to a 

particular subject i.e. water, its objects, which have direct connection with earth, are listed with 

sea. Thus the headings are arranged with reference to others. The same technique is applied in 

other vargas. Amarasirpha indicated this style as-

uktarrz svarvyomadikkiiladhlsabdiidi sanii_tyakam. 

piitiilabhogi narakmJ1 viiri cai$ii ca saizgatam .. 17 

Here it is clear, that the view of Amarsirpha in the words- "e$iif!l ca saizgatam." 

In the second kii1Jc}a, first five vargas deal with natural objects namely earth, town, mountains, 

plants and animals. The last five vargas deal with man, briihmanas (priests), /cyatriya (warrior), 

vaisyas (traders and farmars) and sudras (menials). Here Amarasirpha enters the realm of 

social organization. In the vedic age, Indian society was arranged on the basis of four well 

known var~J-as. Thus the order of vargas in second kii7;c}a is on the basis of importance of 

natural objects and social organization. 

17 The colophon of 151 kal).<;ia in AK. 



Third kiir:u;ia is titled 'Words in General'. Here the subject matter and author's approach are 

very different from what we have seen so far. It is divided into five subheadings. The first of 

these contains adjectives. The word groups are put together either by association or 

juxtaposition. We see the same approach through to the fourth headings. The fifth and the last 

heading in this kii!J,r;la is called 'words as per gender'. In this, the word groups are organized by 

the last letters, much like any other dictionary of its time. Lexicographer has mentioned 

indeclinables (non-changing words) in avyayavarga. Here Amarasi111ha has followed Panini. 

By the above discussion, we came to know that the words are grouped in kii~1r;las and vargas 

according to word's meaning instead of the alphabetical order ofwords. 

3.4.5. Indication of Genders 

In the starting portion of AK, Amarasirpha has indicated the rules for deciding gender of 

words. Such as the genders of the words are expressed by the inflectional endings in some 

cases, while at times they are recorded with words such as strl, purhs etc. indicative of 

genders. 18 

3.4.6. Content of AK as per Kiil}(ia and Varga 

S vargadikal)~am 

1) Svargavarga-In this varga Aditya, VisvedeviiJ:t, Vasu, Rudra, Ani/a, Vi$1JU, Siva, 

Buddha etc deities are mentioned. 

2) Vyomiidivarga- sky related synonyms. 

3) Digvarga-directions are discussed. 

4) Kiilavarga-time, date, night and day are mentioned. 

5) Dhlvarga- subjects related to cognition are described. 

6) Sailiidivarga- sound, teaching, literature, Veda, grammar, Dharma etc. are mentioned. 

7) Nii_tyavarga-drama, song related words. 

18 Priiyaso rupabhedena siihacaryacca kutracit I Str/-purn-napurnsakarn jfieyarn tadvise~avidheb kvacit II 
Bhediikhyiinaya na dvandvo naikase~o na san karol) I K.rtotra bhinnalinganiimanuktanam kramiidate II (AK 1.1.3 
and 1.1.4). 



8) Piitiilabhog'ivarga- nether world and its lives are discussed. 

9) Narakavarga-hell. 

1 0) Viirivarga- water, ocean, waves etc. mentioned. 

Bhumyadikal).<;[am- In this kii~u;la, AmarasiJTlha has discussed the geographical, social, 

economical, religious and political arraignments oflndian culture 

1. Bhiimivarga-earth, border of Bhiiratavar~a, mountains, rivers, oceans. 

2. Piiravarga- towns or cities, villages, market, buildings etc. 

3. Sailavarga- mountains. 

4. Vanau~adhivarga- forests plants, and medicines. 

5. Si!Jthiidivarga- lions and other animals. 

6. Nrvarga- mankind. 

7. Brahmavarga- van;a division, characters and description of priests, their occupations 

etc. 

8. ~atriyavarga- King, state, source of state income, political arrangement etc. 

9. Vaisyavarga- all the things and measurements related to business. 

10. Siidravarga- mixed classes. 

Samanyakal).<;[am 

1) Vise~yanighnavarga- adjectives are focused (Nouns are collected in previous two 

kiiJJdas). 

2) Sa1J1klr1Javarga- miscellaneous of which the gender is indicated by word root, suffix 

and meaning.(words with narrow meanings). 

3) Niiniirthavarga- homonymous words (words with many meanings). 

4) Avyayavarga- collection of indeclinables (non-changing words). 

5) Lingiidisamgrahavarga- rules for deciding gender ofwords.(words as per gender). 



3.5. Structure of Vanau~adhi Varga 

The Vanu~adhivarga(VV) of AK is the fourth varga of second kiiiJJja. The varga is vast in size 

as there are 169 verses (slokas) in it. The structure of this varga can be understood as follows-

~ Title of the varga 

The title of this varga is given as 'Vanu~adhi' by Amarasirpha in the starting colophon 

of AK. 19 Here are two words ' Van a', 'au~adh i '. Van a deals with forest and au~adhi 

deals with drugs. The word Vana is also the synonymy of Vr~a. Thus Vana also deals 

with plants. 

~ Content of VV 

The content ofVV which is divided into five sections is explained below: 

Section1. Forests, types of forests, groves, gardens and its types, avenues, definition of 

au~adhi, trees, plants, parts of plant20 like trunk, branch, root, top of a tree, bark, 

wood, leaf, fruit, flower and its nectar are mentioned in the VV from the verse 1 to 19. 

Section2. Trees ofvarious kinds like PTpal (piper), Kapittha (Feronia Elephantium) are 

discussed with their synonymous from the verse 21 to 81. 

Section3. Plants, mostly medicinal or with sensible qualities like Gurjuca 

(Menispermum glabrum), Murva (Aletris Hyacinthoides) etc. are mentioned with their 

synonym from the verse 82 to 112 

Section4. Useful plants like Kadalz (banana), Mudgapan:zz are mentioned from the 

verse 113 to 134. 

19 Vargiil) P.rthvl-pura-k$miibhrdvanau$adhi-mrgiidibhil) . 
Nr-brahma-k$atra-vit-sudrail) siirrlfigopiimgairihoditiil). (First colophon in the 2"d kaQc;la of AK ). 

20 Plant parts are the different part of the plant, which are used for various purposes. It may be any part i.e. aerial 
or underground including herb plant seeds, plants bark, herbal flowers, herb roots etc. Each plant part possesses 
individual beneficial property, which is used as required. The aerial part of plant includes stem, leave, flowers, 
fruits and seeds and that of underground includes roots and rhizomes. These parts are used in as such or in several 
other forms like powder or oil or extracts or paste or decoction depending on the requirement. 



SectionS. Difference between au~adhih (A herb or deciduous plant) and au~dham (a 

drug) is explained. Synonyms of grasses and palms are given from the verse 135 to 169. 

);> Source of the content 

The word groups ofVV shows the developed tradition of ayurveda. In this varga about 325 

herbs are mentioned. Some disease and medicines are discussed in AK. It seems that the 

lexicographer has taken the help of Caraka and Susruta Sarrzhita for his lexicon. According 

to K~Irasvaml, a commentator of AK, dhanvantrinighalJ!U is the base source ofVV as the 

synonyms of some herbs are the same. 

);> Importance of VV 

As we discussed earlier that in AK, names (nama) and gender (linga) are mentioned. The 

varga provides the taxonomy of about 325 herbs which is done on the basis of place, 

quality (gu7Ja) and action (karma) etc. The classification ofherbs given in VV is helpful for 

the study of ayurvedic nigha!J-fus. 

);> Classification of Plants in VV 

In VV three types of plants are given as21 

1. Vanaspatyal)- One fructifying from blosoms. 

2. Vanaspatil)- One without apparent blossoms. 

3. Au~adhil)- An annual plant. 

);> Morphology of plants in ·vv 
Morphology deals with the parts of plants. In VV various plant parts such as trunk, 

branch, root, bark, wood,leaf, fruit, flower etc. are described in VV. The information 

regarding to plant's part is useful as the part of plant is used as medicine. 

21 Vanaspatya/:1 pha/ai/:1 pu$piit, tairapu$piid vanaspati/:1. 

AU$Odhyal) phalapakiir(1tiii) ......................... (AK 2.4.6) 



~ Nomenclature of Dravyas in VV 

The synonyms of the plans are given on the basis of following paramiters RU<;lhi

Conventional usage of the namei.e. asoka, bodhidruma(the tree under which Buddha 

knew the knowledge of truth). 

Svabhava 

Desokti- regional name oflocallanguage is ddokti. 

Laiichana- the morphological sign or special character observed is Liifichana which are 

very distinct. e.g.bahupiida( which have many roots like Vata). 

Upama- the synonyms are given which are simple to the beasts and animals. e.g. 

gokanJ"i( of which the leafs size is in the form of cow's ear). 

VIrya- according to the vfrya(pharmacological properties and actions) present in the 

dravya they are named or synonyms are given. 

Itarahvaya- the synonyms of dravyas depending upon their geographical source. e.g. 

OIJc;iapu~p"i(a flower found in OJJc;iadesa. Eg. Japii). 

Thus the characters of plants can be obtained through their synonyms. 

3.6. Commentaries on Amarakosa 

Being so popular, the Amarakosa naturally attracted the attention of commentators. Dr. 

Aufrecht mentions about forty commentaries on AK in the second part of his Catalogus 

Catalogorum. Some of these were printed but the rest are known to have existed only in 

manuscript form. The introduction of eighteen major and important commentaries composed 

between II th Century to 181
h Century is following-

l.Kamadhenu 

The Kiimadhenu by SubhUticandra, written between A.D. 1062 and 1172, is probably the 

earliest known commentary on the AK. The author famous by name SubhUti, was a Buddhist. 

The Tibetan Encyclopaedia Tanjor, contains the translation of a commentary on AK by one 

SubhUticandra. Professor Das Gupta is inclined to identify SubhUticandra with SubhUtipala 



who was perhaps a Bengali. 22 As Subhuticandra was a Buddhist, the manuscripts of his 

commentary on the AK are found preserved in Tibetan monasteries. He is often quoted by 

Bengali commentators such Rayamukuta and others. The Kiimadhenu is an exhaustive and 

learned work and contains citations from numerous authorities. He quotes numerous authorities 

in his work. There are two factors that fix Subhuticandra's possible dates. 23 One is that the 

Kiimadhenu contains a reference to Bhoja and two of his works, the Sarasvati-kiil)thiibharal)a 

and the Srigiira-prakiisa, and the date ofBhoja's death is given as A.D. I 063. The other factor 

is a reference to Subhuticandra made by Saral)adeva (twelfth century A.D.) in his Durgha.ta

vrtti. 

2.Amarakosodgha tan a 

The Amarakosodghii.tana is an earliest extant known and most popular commentary on AK by 

K?irasvamin in the latter half of the eleventh century A.D. K?irasvamin is supposed to have 

lived in Kashmir; according to some, he was a native of South India, while others believe him 

to have belonged to Central India. His commentary is a work of considerable merit. The style is 

lucid and simple. A number of citations are given to support his interpretations. At times he 

gives his own interpretations which differ from those given by other commentators. His 

explanations are very brief and contain the etymology of every word occurring in the text. 

3. pka-sarvasva 

The Tikii-sarvasva is a commentary on the AK composed by Sarvananda in A.D. 1159. He was 

Bengali. Sarvananda's commentary on AK is very valuable as it contains a good many bhii$ii 

words. It also contains many words which were probably current in Bengal during 

Sarvananda's time. It is an exhaustive work and quotes not less than two hundred authorities. 

The Tikii-sarvasva seems to have been the basis of all later Bengali commentaries on the AK 

22 Nalini Nath Das Gupta, 'The Bengali Commentators on the Amarakosa', Indian Culture, Vol. II, No.2 
(October, 1935), pp. 261-70. 
23 Kuppusvami Shastri Commemoration Volume (1935), p. 4. 



including the one by Rayamukuta, the celebrated commentator who flourished in the fifteenth 

century A.D. 24 

4.Amarakosa-Tika 

The Amarakosii-/zkii is a commentary on AK composed by Trilocanadasa. It is referred by 

Prof Colebrook. 25 In AD 1935 Nalini Nath Das Gupta brought to light some information about 

this commentary in his article entitled "The Bengali Commentators on the Amarakosa," 

published in the Indian Culture. Trilocanadasa, the author of the commentary on AK, is 

identified as the reputed author of the gloss on the Kiitantra-vrtti by Durgasirnha.26 

5. Amarakosamala 

The Amarakosamiilii, is commentary on AK ascribed to Paramanandasarma who lived between 

1350 and 1500A.D. Paramananda Sarman is said to have been an inhabitant ofthe village of 

Sailakini in the Bhawal area ofthe Dacca district in the eastern part ofBengal. He is identified 

as Paramananda who wrote a commentary on Kiivyaprakiisa of Mammata. Aufrecht records 

only one manuscript of this commentary, but it is not available to scholars for study. 27 

6. Padacandrika 

The Padacandrikii is another commentary on the AK written in AD 143 I by a Bengali writer 

named Brhaspati who was known as Rayamukuta. Brhaspati was a native of Radha in Bengal. 

He was a celebrated author and wrote commentaries on other works also. He has summarized 

sixteen earlier commentaries on the AK and presented an exhaustive work which is regarded as 

a great authority by later writers. His commentary is exhaustive and is regarded by subsequent 

24 Kalpadrukosa, h1troduction, pg xviii. 
25 Miscellaneous Essays, 2.57n. 
26 Quoted by M.M.Patkar, History of Sanskrit Lexicography,p. 30,1981. 
27 T. Aufrecht, Catalogus Catalogorum, I, 325b. 
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writers as a work of great authority. From the Sultan of Gauda, that is, Bengal, he obtained the 

title pa1J¢ita-sarvabhauma. This commentary has recently been published from the Sanskrit 

College, Calcutta. 

7. Amarakosatika 

The Amarakosatzka- written after 1275 AD by Durlabha Vallabha is a hitherto unknown 

commentary on the Amarakosa discovered by Das Gupta, although only a fragment of the 

manuscript was found. This is an in- complete manuscript and has been discontinued after the 

Brahmavarga. Available fragments of the manuscript show that the commentary is exhaustive 

with a number of quotations included. An account of the author is given in the book Indian 

Culture. 28 

8. Amarakosatika 

According to S.K. De29
, Appaya Dik~ita, a famous writer on almrzkara and vedanta flourished, 

towards 'the third and fourth quarters of the sixteenth century. The extreme limits of Appaya 

Dik~ita's literally activity are AD 1549 and 1613. Appaya Dik~ita wrote a commentary on AK 

named Amarakosa.tzkii. Aufreche0 records only one manuscript of this commentary which is not 

available now. 

9. Padarthakaumudi 

The Padarthakaumud1, which ts also known as the Amarakosapaiijika, is an exhaustive 

commentary on the AK. It was written in about 1618 by NadiyaQacakravartin, a Bengali 

commentator. The commentator belongs to Kalapa School of Grammar as can be found from 

his derivation ofwords. This work is replete with quotations from previous works including the 

commentaries on the AK written by Subhuticandra, Sarvananda, and Rayamukuta. 

28 Nalini Nath Das Gupta, loc.cit., pp. 263-64. 
29 Sanskrit Poetics, 1.265. 
3° Cat. Cat., I, 26b. Oppet, 7820. 



1 O.M ugdhabodhini 

Among the later commentaries ofthe Bengal school is Mugdhabodhini written by Bharatasena 

between 1650 and 1680. This commentary is the favourite authority of the Bengal school and, 

in fact, of all other schools in which the grammar of Bopadeva is accepted? 1 Its importance 

lies in the fact that it discusses different readings according to different authorities. The 

etymologies are given according to Bopadeva' s system of grammar. 

11.Vyakhyasudha 

The Vyiikhyiisudhii or Subodhini was written by Bhanuji Dik~ita in the latter part of the 

seventeenth century. Bhanuji Dik~ita calls himself the son of the celebrated grammarian 

Bhattoji Dik~ita. According to commentator, his work was written at the request of Kirtisimha 

of the Baghela dynasty and ruler of Mahidhara 32
. The Vyiikhyiisudhii is among the important 

commentaries on the AK. The interpretations in the commentary are supported by illustrations. 

The etymological derivations are according to the Pal)ini School of Grammar. At times the 

author improves upon the explanations given by his predecessors, especially Rayamukuta; he 

also offers his own interpretations whenever he differs from them. The work contains a number 

of citations which testifies to the scholarship of the commentator. 

12. Amarakosaviveka 

31 Wilson, Collected Works, 5.206. 
32 Cf. the colophon- Jti srlbaghelavayt~sodbhava mahldhara-vi:jayiidhipa-srlklrtisiyt~/w-deviijiiayii sri Bha.t.toji 
Dlk!filiitmaja-Bhiinuji Dik:jitiiyiimara-{ikiivyiikhyiiyiim, etc. 
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A very late commentary on the AK is the Amarakosaviveka written by Mahesvara, who 

appears to have been a resident ofMahara~tra, in the latter half of the seventeenth century. This 

commentary is of philological interest as Mahesvara quotes numerous Marathi words as the 

equivalents of Sanskrit expressions used in the text. Marathi forms with 'iti prasiddham ', 'iti 

khyiitam ', 'iti laukikabhii$iiyiim', etc., have been recorded in the commentary. Thus it was an 

early attempt on bilingual dictionary. Mahesvara quotes several earlier commentators like 

Bhanujidik~ita and refers to several authorities. 33 

13. Amarakosapadavivrti 

The Amarakosapadavivrti is a very exhaustive and copious commentary and is attributed to 

Lmgabhaga(18th CenturyA.D.), about whose personal history nothing is known to us. 

Aufrecht, however, states that his father's name was Kamyabhattopadhyaya. 34 This work is 

also known as Li1igabha.ttiya after the commentator's name. P.P.S. Sastry observes that Lingaya 

Suri was a Telugu Brahmal)a, and his commentary is the most popular one in South India. 

Although the author has been placed in the eighteenth century, 35 Dr. Raghavan is of the 

opinion that Liilgabhaga must have flourished before Mall1natha, that is, before 1430. 

Liilgabhaga quotes several works in the commentary. 

14. Sarasundari 

The Siirasundarf, is a commentary on AK composed by a Bengali commentator named 

Mathuresa Vidyalankara in 1666. According to Dr. Colebrook, it is a perspicuous piece of 

work. It is a rich source of information on interpolations and the various readings of the text as 

it abounds in quotations from other commentaries. 

33 Kieth, A.B. p.517. 
34 Loc. cit., I, 344b. 
35 Tanjore Mss. Cat., IX, No. 4960. 
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15.Sadarthasarp.dipika 

The Sadiirthasarrzdipikii is a commentary on AK, written in the eighteenth century by Narayal).a 

Vidyavinoda, who was a famous grammarian belonging to the Jaumara School. In this 

commentary Narayal).a Vidyavinoda generally presented Sanskrit grammar and specially 

praised the Jaumara School established by Kramadlsvara.36 

16. Amarodyota 

The Amarodyota of Puru~ottama Tarkalarpkara is a commentary on the AK. It is in Bengali 

script. The commentary appears to be exhaustive. 

17. Sisubodhini 

The Sisubodhinz is one of the latest commentaries on the AK, written by Mahdvara 

Sukthal).akara in the eighteenth century. The author hailed from Goa and belonged to a family 

of Gaw;la Sarasvata Brahmal).as; his family deity was the goddess siintiidurga. Like the 

seventeenth century Mahesvara, this Mahesvara too gives Marathi equivalents for Sanskrit 

expressions in several places. He also quotes often from previous authorities. 

18. Rabhasapala 

This commentary on the AK was composed by Rabhasapala. According to Ramavatar Sharma, 

Rabhasapala may be said to have flourished later than Amara and before K~Irasvamin i.e. 

between AD and 900.37 The title of his commentary is not known. He has been quoted by 

Sarvananda and K~irasvamin. He has also been quoted in the works of Bharatasena in 

Bhattikavya, in Trikal).daviveka and in Sarvacandra's commentary on Vasavadatta. This wide 

range of quotations from Rabhasapala's lexicon by subsequent writers sufficiently indicates that 

his lexicon had attained high popularity among Sanskrit commentators. 

36 Santi yadyapi bhuyiirnsaf) sabda/ak$af)acak$U$a/.l . 
Tathiipi jaumariibhyiisavi5e$iideva 5i$yate. (India Office Catalogus, n.964) 
37 Quoted by M.M.Patakar, History of Sanskrit Lexicography, p .. Sl, 1981. 
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Chapter4 

Comparative Study of the Vanau~adhi Varga of Amarako~a with 

Bhavaprakasa NighaQtfi 

4.1.Introd uction 

The chapter deals with the introduction of BPN its structure and organization, classification of 

dravyas, and the nomenclature of dravyas. There are many similarities in the description of 

AK and BPN. This chapter therefore presents a comparative study ofVV of AK and BPN on 

the basis of similarity and dissimilarity. 

4.2. Bhavaprakasa Nithal}tu 

The Bhavaprakiisa-nighaJJtu (BPN) is one of the most recognized texts for dravyagu7J.a, written 

by Bhavamisra -the son of Latkan Misra. BPN is a part of the Bhavaprakasa Smrzhita. It is an 

important work of iiyurveda, which is enumerated among LaghutrayT1
• Though it is mentioned 

as the third book among LaghutrayT, it is a popular work among Vaidyas for centuries. 

Bhavapraktisa is divided into three parts2
-

l.Piirvakhal)9a- In this section, evolution of iiyurveda, embryology, pediatric and nighaJJ.tu are 

included. 

2.Madhyamakhal)9a- This section includes diagnosis of disease and medicine. 

3.Uttarakhal)9a- There is a description of rejuvenation and aphrodisiac treatment. 

Thus the NighaJJtu portion is located in first section which is popularly known as 

Bhiivaprakiisa NighaJJtu. This Nighar.z.tu is considered as the latest among classical works in the 

field of DravyaguJJa Nighar.ztu. The Nighar.ztu portion is commonly followed by physicians and 

students of Dravyagur.za. Bhavamisra has followed most of the Madanapiila Nigha~1tu in this 

work. The historians of iiyurveda consider Bhavamisra as a bridge between medieval period 

1 Laghutrayl are- l.Sarrigadhara Sarnhita. 2.Madhava Nidana, 3. Bhava Prakasa. 
2 Upadhyaya Baldev, Sarnsk.rta Siistrorn kii ltihiisa, p. 37, 2006. 
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and modern period. He has followed the traditions of ancient Sartlhitas giving importance to 

the basic principles. Many new medicines are included in the BPN. Also the properties and use 

of medicines, described earlier by Madanapala are stated in detail. For example- Piiraszka 

Yaviinl, Pudfnii etc. Many varieties of the same drug are described, eg. Types of Kasturz are 

Assami, Nepalf and Kasmlrl. 3 Similarly if the original herb is not available, substitute herbs 

have been mentioned. 

4.2.1. The Date of BPN 

Bhavamisra has followed mostly form Madanapala Nighal)tu and also from Kaideva Nighal)tu. 

While describing the rasa, gw;a, vzrya, vipaka, and prabhiiva of dravyas and their characters it 

appears that Bhavamisara has followed Sanigadhara of 13th Century A.D. Bhavamisara has 

included drugs like Ahiphen, Bhangii, Parasikayaviinz from Madanapala NighalJ.tu. This 

N ighal)tu was written by Madanaapala in 134 7 A.D. The 17th century texts like Yogaratniikara, 

YogatarmigiJ:tf and Lolimbariija give reference about Bhavaprakasa. Bhavaprakasa has 

introduced the disease phlrmiga in his work for the first time. He has mentioned the phirmiga 

van;a cikfr~ii in this book. The phirangaroga has been introduced in India by Portuguese and 

Europeans during 15th Century A.D. He has also mentioned the use of easakarpura, copacznz 

etc. in the treatment of phitanga raga. 

phirangasa1fl}iiake dese biihulyenaiva yadbhavet. 

tasmiit phiranga ityukto vyiidhi/:l vyiidhivisiiradai/:l .. 

gandharoga/:l phirango 'ya1f1 jiiyate dehiniirtl dhruva1f1 . 

phirangi1Joansa1flsargiitphirangir;ya1fl prasmrzgata/:l . vyiidhiriigantujo hye$a/:l ..... 4 

According to Julius Joly, there is a manuscript on Bhiivaprakiisa dated 1558 A.D. in Tubinan 

West Germany now Germany. According to Prof Priya Vrata Sarma, the oldest manuscript on 

3Ranade and Joshi, 2008, A Text Book of History of Ayurveda, p.lSS. 
4 Quated by D.S.Lucas, 2006, An Introduction to Nighaf)tu of Ayurveda, p.l58. 



Bhavaprakasa dated, Sarpvatrsra 1722 corresponding to 1665 A.D. is available in the Oriental 

Library, Jammu. 5 

On the basis of these references, it is clear that the period of Bhavamisra was in 161
h Century 

A.D. 

4.2.2. The text of BPN 

4.2.2.1.Classification of Dravyas in BPN 

About 426 dravyas, which are used in medicine, food and drinks and which include vegetable 

products, animal products, metals, gems and jewels are described in BPN. For each drug, the 

synonyms, pharmacological action and therapeutic uses with basis ayurvedic concept is 

composed in a lucid style. In BPN the dravyas are grouped or classified into 23 chapters. They 

are as follows: 

l.Haritakyadivarga- The varga starts with the description of Harztaki. On this basis the name 

of the varga is given Harztakyadivarga. In this varga 99 dravyas are described with their 

synonyms, types and properties. The varga include fruits and tubers which are used in 

medicine. 

2.Karpuradivarga- described 58 aromatic dravyas. 

3.GU<;llicyadivarga- Describes the dravya whose paiicaga of the plant IS used. The varga 

contains 116 bitter and evacuative drugs. 

4.Pu~pavarga- describes 31 flowers with their various varieties. 

5.Va!adivarga- In this varga grouped the big trees and uses of their valkala(barks). Va,ta, 

Pippall, Udumber etc. 42 trees are described. 

6.Amradi- This may also be called as Phaliidivarga which containing fruits. 55 phalas are 

described. 

5 Ibid. p.159. 
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7.Dhatvadi- Most ofthe Metals and minerals are grouped in this varga. 45 dravyas like gold, 

silver, lead, tin, bronze, iron, zinc, mercury etc. are described. 

8.Dhanyavarga- variety of dhanya. 24 dhanyas are described. Some definitions about dhanyas 

are given at the end of varga. 

9.Sakavarga- This group comprises the vegetables like patra, pu$pa, phala, nala, km;da, 

saqtsvedaja. 6 67 vegetable drugs are grouped in this varga. 

IO.Marpsavarga- synonyms and types of flesh are given. There are two types of mii1?tsa(meat)

jangla (marpsa obtained from animal living in forests) and Anupa(marpsa obtained from 

animal living in water) Description of various birds and animals meat with its properties is 

g1ven. 

ll.Kftannavarga- Description of different food preparations. 

12.Varivarga- In this varga the synonyms of water, its types, properties are explained. Time, 

need and method to consume water is described. In this varga the method of purify water is 

also given. 

13.Dugdhavarga- contains milk and its products. Types of milk like cow milk, goat milk etc. 

explained. 

14.Dadhivarga- synonyms of curb, properties of types of curb is given. 

15.Takravarga- The varga describe the use ofbuttermilk to Do$a and Raga. 

16.Navanitavarga- described the properties ofbutter. 

17.Ghrtavarga- Names and properties of ghl are given. 

18.MUtravarga- properties of cow and human urine are explained. 

19. Tailavarga- Definition of oil is given as tail a is obtained from snigdha part of til a and other 

drugs, hence known as taila.7 

6 Patrarn pu~parn phalarn nalarn kal)darn sarnsvedajarn tatha . 
Sakarn $advidhamuddi$tarn guru vidyadyatathottaram. (BPN 9.1). 
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20.Sandhanavarga- kanji, tu~odaka, madya(alcohol) etc. are explained. 

21.Madhuvarga- contains the synonyms, types and properties ofhoney. 

22Jk~uvarga- Description of sugarcane and its product and madhu. 

23.Anekarthanamavarga- The varga contains two drugs, three drugs, four drugs and many 

drugs having same synonym. Thus the varga have homonyms of some drugs. 

4.2.2.2. Five padarthas in dravya 

Explaining the basic principles of dravyagu~w Bhavamisra has stated the paiicapadartha as 

rasa (taste), gul)a (properties), vi1ya(potency), vipaka (post digestion effect), prabhava( effect). s 

Basis description of these paiicapadarthas is given as below: 

l.Rasa - It deals with the taste of dravya. There are six rasas9 Madhura(sweet), amla(sour), 

laval)a(saline), katu(pungent), tikta(bitter), ka~aya(astringent). These are six rasas are loged in 

matter. The formation of these ~adrasas in Paiicamahabhuta dravyas( five elements) is as 

follows-

madhura rasa = earth+water 

amla rasa = earth+fire 

laval)a rasa = water+frre 

katu rasa= air+fire 

tikta rasa = air+space 

ka~aya rasa = earth+air 

These six rasas are used in the form of do~a-samaka in medicine. 

7 TiladisnigdhavastiJnarnsnehastailamudahrtam.(BPN 19.1). 
8 Drvye rasa gur:wvTryaf!J vipokal) saktirevaca. 

Padorthii/:1 paficati$thanti svaf!J svaf!J kurvanti karma ca.( BP1.1.10) 
9 Madhuro'mlal) patuscaiva katutiktaka?ayakaf). 
ltyete $Odrasaf) khyatal) nanadravyasamasritaf). (DravyaguQaratnaval11.7) 



madhura+amla+lava(la- p·acifie Vata and aggravate Kapha. 

madhura+tikta+ka$iiya- pacifie Pitta and aggravate Kapha. 

ka.tu+tikta+ka$iiya- pacifie Sle$ma and aggravate Vata. 

Thus drvayas are used as drug keeping in mind their rasa composition. 

2.GuJ]a -There are twenty gu(las like guru etc. ten and that's opposite ten. 10 

They are-

Grvadi ten gm)as Opposite of gurvadi ten gm;ms 

1. guru(heavy) 1. laghu(light) 

2. marpda( dull, slow, inactive) 2. tlk~l)(pungent) 

3. hima(cold) 3. u~l)a(hot) 

4. snigdha( oily, graesy) 4. tiik~a(dry) 

5. slak~l)a(gummy) 5. khara(rough) 

6. sandra( solid) 6. drva(liquid) 

7. mrdu(soft) 7. kathina(hard) 

8. sthira( stable) 8. sara( tremulous) 

9. suk~ma( subtle) 9. sthiila( coarse, bulky) 

10. Visada(nonmucelaginous 10. Picchila(mucilaginous) 

1 II Tab e 4.1 Twenty gw:zas. 

These gu(las are used in each dravya. 

3.Virya- It deals with pharmacological properties and actions of dravyas. 

Bhiitaprabhiivatisayo dravyapake rase sthita/:1. 

Cintyacintyakriya hetu v'irym(l dhanvantarermatam .. 12 

10 Gurumandahimasnigdhaslak$f)Oscmdramrdusthiral). 

Guf)al) sasuk$mavisadal) vimsatil) saviparyayal). (A$tarigas0tra. 1). 
11 Sastrl, Visvanathadvivedl, 2007, BPN commentary. p.584. 
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Cintyiicintyakriyii hetu v1rya"f!l dhanvantarermatam .. 12 

Vrrya (potency) is of two categories viz., us!Ja (hot) and s1ta (cold). They are inherent in 
matter. They represent the agni and soma principles of the three worlds. Those having us!Ja 

(hot) potency alleviate viita and kapha and they aggravate pitta. Those having slta (cooling) 
potency cause diseases of vdyu and kapha', but they alleviate pitta. 13 

4.Vipaka-It deals with taste that emerges after digestion. The v1piika of sweet and saline things 

is madhura (sweet) and sour things have amla (sour) v1piika. 14 The v1piika of pungent, bitter 

and astringent things is generally katu (pungent). 

Jathare!Jiigninii yogiid yadudeti rasiintaram . 

Rasiiniim pari!Jiimiinte sa vipiika iti smrta/:1 .. 15 

S.Prabhava(specific action) 

The examples of prabhiiva are dhiitr1 and lakuca. They have similar rasa (taste) etc. But the 
former alleviates all the three dosas whereas the latter does not. 16 

4.2.2.3.N omenclature of Dravyas in BPN 

BPN has exclusively dealt the pharmacological aspects ofthe herb; in separate second verses, 

preceded by first verse on their synonyms. For example-

haridrii kiiiican1 p1tii nisiikhyii varavar!Jinl. 

krmighn1 halad1 yositpriyiihattaviliisin1 .. 

haridrii katukii tiktii rnk$0$1Jii kaphapittanut. 

var!Jyii tvagdosamehiisrasosapii!Jcfuvra!Jiipahii .. (BPN 1.184-185) 

12 Quated by SastrT, VisvanathadvivedT, Introduction p. xvii, BPN, 2007 
13 U~Darn vatakaphau hanyatpittarn tu tanute taram. 
STtarn vatakaphatarikankurute pittahrtparam. (BP, purvakhaQc;la 6.238-239) 
14 Svadub patusca madhuramamlomla pacyate rasab.(ibid 6.242) 
15 Quated by SastrT, VisvanathadvivedT, Introduction p. xvii BPN, 2007. 
16 Prabhavastu yatha dhatrT lakucasya rasadibhib. 
Samo'pi kurute dosatritayasya vinasanam.(BP, purvakhaQc;la, 2.246-247). 



Here first verse(1.184) deals with synonyms and second vesre(1.185) deals with the 

pharmacological aspects ofthe herb. The is the method followed in BPN. The nomentclature of 

dravyas and their synonyms are given on the basis of17
: 

l.Riit;Jhi- Conventional usage ofthe name. 

Asoka- Goddess Slta lived in asokavana. 

Bodhidruma- The tree under which Buddha knew the knowledge oftruth. 

Sivasekhara- which is used in worship ofLord Siva. 

Yajfiodumbara- which is used in yajfia. 

Srlphala- The tree related to Goddess Lak~mi. 

2.Svabhava- Natural behavior ofthe plant and plant material are considerd as Svabhava. 

Apamarga- Apii means opposite and miirga means path. The plant forces the pedestrian 

to divert his path as it constist of prickly flowers. 

Lajjalu- Lajjii means shy, The plant shies away and leaves fold inside on touching. 

3.Desokti-Regional name of local language is desokti. The synonyms for which the Sanskrit 

derivation is difficult can be considerd as original from vernacular names. Bhavaprakasa has 

denoted certained popular vernacular names of Hindi lands oflndia, saying as 'iti lake'. Eg. 

Sp1gavera- srngaveram is Telugu word. Vera means root. A root looking like horn 

(srnga) is called as spl.gavera. It is the synonyms is SUJJthz. 

4. Lafi.chana- The morphological sign or special character observed is Liiiichana which are 

very distinct. E.g. 

Bahupada- which have many roots like Vata 

Raktabija- which have red seeds like Sindurz 

Carmin- of which leafs are like skin like Bhurjapatra. 

Mal)c;iiikaparl)I- maJJt;/uka means frog, parl}z is leaf. The leaf of MaJJt;/ukaparJJz appears 

like the extended frog's web. 

5.Upama- The synonyms are given which are simple to the beasts and animals. 

Nakull- looks like Nakula. 

17 Nomoni kvacidiha ridif) svabhavat, desoktasya kvacit ca lofichanopamobhyam. 
Viryer)O kvaciditarohvayodidesat, dravyor:wm dhruvamiti sapta coditoni .. 



Niikull- looks like Nakula. 

Gokarl).1- of which the leafs size is in the form of cow's ear. 

Musakarl).1- leafs are like ear of mouse. 

Asvagandha- smell like horse. 

6.Virya- According to the v1rya(pharmacological properties and actions) present in the dravya 

they are named or synonyms are given. Eg. 18 

Citratal).<;iula- Citra=Marks, tm:u;lula=Seeds. The seeds of Vidm1ga are marked with 

bright yellow spots. This is a specific identification mark of Vidmiga. 

Kri~l).a Bhedha- Kri.,s-~a=Black, Bhedhii=Break. The drug's officinale part looks black 

on breakage. Eg. Katuki. 

7.Itarahvaya- The synonyms of dravyas depending upon their geographical source. This 

process has provided information on abundant availability to procure genuine drugs. Eg. 

0l).<;iapu~p1- A flower found in O~cj.adesa. Eg. Japii. 

Saura~tr1- which is found in Sauvzra dda. Eg. Phitakarl. 

Kamboj1- Origins in Kamboja desa. Eg.Mii.,s-apar~z. 

Magadha- which origins in Magadha. Eg. Pipalz. 

Sindhu- Saindhaval:z. 

Nad!saraja- A drug which is found at river. Eg. Arjuna. 

Bhukadambika- located at earth. 

8. Synonyms on the basis of trade, import and export aspects. Medicinal plants have also 

been named after their trade and import. Eg. 

Paraslka Yavan1- The name is suggestive of import ofthe drug Pursia. 

Turuskah- It is imported from Arab countries. 

18 http://cloud.ap.nic.in/disha/tsc/gisttr sc2. jsp?mcode 1 =0 1 &mcode2=0 1 &mcode3= 14&acode=73030 



4.2.3.Commentaries on Bhavaprakasa Nighal}tn 

Sanskrit commentaries are not written on BPN. A number of commentaries was written in 

Hindi language. Pandita Sivasarma has written a Hindi commentary known as 'Sivaprakiisika' 

which was printed and published by Sri Venkateshwara Press Bombay. Other Hindi 

commentaries are written by Dr. Krishna Chand Chunekar and by Dr. Vishwanath Dwivedi. 

The commentary by Dr. K.C. Chunekar is printed and published by Chowkhamba 

Vidyabhawan, Varanasi. This work is popularly followed by Vaidyas and Students of iiyurveda 

all over Indian. The commentary by Dr. Vishwanath Dwivedi is printed and published by 

Motilal Banarasidas, Delhi. 

4.3. Why Bhavaprakasa Nighal}tu is taken for comparative study 

In detail, the names of various plants, fruits and herbs are given in the VV of AK. But 

dravyagu~a(morphological characters, rasa paiicaka and properties) of drugs is not given in 

this varga. So an iiyurvedic text related to dravyaguiJ,a is required. Dravyagu~a vijiiiina is 

upiinga( associated branch) of iiyurveda. Dravyagu~a vijiiiina involves the study of herbs 

described in the ancient classics of iiyurveda. The precise description of dravyas with their 

morphological characters, their rasa paiicaka and properties, are all described throughout the 

Nighan!u texts. BPN is one of the most accepted books for dravyagu~a. The Information 

regarding to the place of drug's origin, synonyms, their types, properties, therapeutics and the 

utility of a particular plant part of drugs etc is described in BPN. With the help of BPN the 

more detailed about drugs ofVV can obtained. Eg. 

The synonyms of Harftaki are given in VV as 

Abhyii tvavyathii pathyii kiiyasthii piitanii'mrtii . 

Har'itak'i haimavat'i cetakf sreyas'i s'ivii .. (AK 2.4.59) 

In BPN these synonyms are defined in more detailed as 

Aliibuvrtii vijayii vrttii sa rohi~11 smrtii . 



Piitanii 'sthimatz siik$mii kathitii miif!lsalii'mrta .. 

Pancarekhii'bhayii proktiijlvantz svan;van;inz. 

Trirekhii cetakfjfieyii saptaniimiyamiikrti/J .. (BPN1.9-l 0) 

Thus for the comparative study ofVV with drugs related text, BPN is required. 

4.4.VV of AK and BPN-Similarity 

There are many similarities in the description of Amarakosa and Bhiivaprakiisa Nighmifu. It is 

explained on the basis of following points-

4.4.1.Similarity in the synonyms of au~adhi 

1. Some drugs of VV of AK and BPN have synonyms in same number. Eg. 

Satiivarz in AK 

Satamii/1 bahusutii 'bhlriirindzvarz varz. 

lJ.$yaproktii'bhlriipatn1 niiriiymiya/J satiivarz .. (AK 2.4.101). 

Satiivarz in BPN 

Satavarz bahusuta bhzriirindzvarz varz . 

Niiriiyanz satapadz satavzryii ca pzvarz .. (BPN 3.174). 

Prsniparnz in AK 

Prsniparnz prthakparnzcitra prnyarJghriparnikii . 

Kro$.luvinnii silJthapucchl kalasirdhiivanirguhii .. (AK 2.4.92). 

Prsniparnz in BPN 

Prsniparnz prthakparnzcitra prnya1'}ghriparnikii . 
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Kro$tuvinnii si1J1hapucchz kalasz dhiivanz guhii .. (BPN 3.33). 

Jivantz inj AK 

Jivantzjlvanzjlviijlvanzyii madhuhsravii. (AK 2.4.142). 

Jivantz in BPN 

Jivantz jlvanz jlvii jlvan'iyii madhuhsravii . 

MiiJJgalyanadheyii ca siikasre$.tha payasvinz .. (BPN 3.48). 

Jivakah in AK 

Kurca.SZr$o madhurakah srJJgahrsviingajlvakiih .. (AK 2.4.142). 

Jzvakah in BPN 

Jzvako madhurah srJJgz hrsviingz kurcaszr$akah .. (BPN 1.117). 

2. Some drugs of BPN have more synonyms than of VV of AK. Eg. 

Golcyurakah in AK 

Pala1J1ka$ii tvilcyugandhii svadaJJ$.trii sviidukaJJtakiih . 

GokaJJtako gok$urako vana,Srngiira ityapi .. (AK 2.4,99). 

Golcyurakah in BPN 

Gokhurab lcyurako 'syiittrikaJJ.tab sviidukaJJ.takab . 

Goka]J.tako bhak$akaJJtO vanasrJJgiira ityapi .. 

Palarnka$ii svadarM.trii ca tathii sviidik$ugandhikii . 

Golcyurah sztalab sviidurbalakrddhastisodhna~1 .. (BPN 3.42-43). 
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Hayapucchl tu kambofi mii$apar~21. (AK 2.4.138). 

Mii$apan:zz in AK 

Masapar~z suryapar~z kambofi hayapucchika . 

Pafujulomasapar~z ca kr$~avrnta mahasaha .. (BPN 3.52). 

3. Some drugs ofBPN have less synonyms than ofVV of AK. Eg. 

Kapasa in AK 

Tu~cfikerz samudranta kpasz badareti ca. (AK 2.4.114) 

Kapasa in AK 

Karpasz tu~ujzkesz ca samudranta ca kathyate . (BPN 3.150). 

Cho.tanakha in AK 

Hanurhattavilasanl. sukti/:z sa~kha/:z khura/:z koladalaf!2 nakham .(AK2.4.130) 

NakhmJ2 svalpaf!2 nakhl prokta hanurhattavilasanl. (BPN2.73). 

Root of Khasa in AK 

Mule 'syoslramastriyam . 

Abhayarrz naladaf!2 sevyamamr~ala jalasayam . 

Lamajjakaf!2 laghulayamavadahe$.fkapathe . (AK 2.4.163-164). 

Root of Khasa in BPN 

Vira~asya tu mula1J2 syadusariln naladaiica tat . 

Amrlaiica secyaflca samagandhikamityapi .. (BPN2.86) 



4.4.2.Similarity in the nomenclature of plants 

In VV of AK the nomenclature of the plants was generally based on the plant's botanical 

characters(paricaya prjiiiipikiisaf!1}iiii) and their therapeutic properties(gul)a prajfiapikasarpjfia). 

In BPN the same method also followed. In both text the names ofplants are given on the basis 

of Rudhi, Upamii, Vfrya, De§a etc. 

4.4.3.Style 

In VV and BN the synonyms ofplants are described in anu$fubh meter. 

4.5.VV of AK and BPN- Dissimilarity 

4.5.1.Dissimilarity in the description of Dravyas 

In iiyurveda, dravyas are classification into three types-

(i) Plants, 

( ii) Animals, 

(iii) Minerals. 

These three types of dravyas are described in BPN. Besides, In VV, among three types of 

dravyas, only plants are described. The synonyms of plants with their genders are given VV of 

AK. The properties and use of au$adhi is not explained in VV. In BPN, the synonyms, 

properties and use of au$adhi are explained but the genders are not mentioned. 



4.5.2.Dissimilarity in the classification of Plants 

VVofAK BPN 

Three types of plants are given as Five types ofplants are given 

1. Vanaspatyal) 1. Vanaspati 

2. Vanaspatil) 2. Vanaspatya 

3. Auf;)adhil) 3. Kf;lipa 

4. Valli 

5. Auf;>adhi 

Table4.2. Plants classified m VV of AK and BPN. 

4.5.3.Dissimilarity in the composition of text 

AK is composed in three kiilJdas and kiilJdas are subdivided into 25vargas. VV is the fourth 

varga of second kiilJda in which the synonyms of plants are given. The BPN is divided into 23 

vargas. Among these 22 vargas deals with the synonyms, pharmacological action of drugs. 

The last varga explain the homonyms of drugs. Thus VV is the only varga of AK which 

describe the plants, drugs. Besides, all the 23 vargas described drugs. 

4.5.4.Dissimilarity in the synonyms of au~adhi 

Some drugs have synonyms in same number but some of them are different. Eg. 

Bhojapatra in AK 

Bhurje-carmi-mrgutvacau(AK2.4.46) 

Bhojapatra in BPN 

Bhurhascarmml bahuvalkalaiJ(BPN 5.47) 

Here bahuvalkala!J is new synonyms given in BPN by which more information about plant is 

cleared. 

Ekiingl murii in AK 
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Tiilapan:zz tu daityii gandhakutz murii gandhinl(AK.2.4.123) 

Ekiingz murii in BPN 

Murii gandhkutz daityii surabhf siilapan:zikii (BPN 2.97) 

Here surabhz( of BPN) is the synonymy of gandhinz( of AK). Thus words are different as they 

given in the form of synonyms of synonyms. 

Some synonyms of drugs are in different numbers and among them some are similar and some 

are not similar. Eg. 

Gandhapaliisz have five synonyms in AK as 

Atha satz gandhmiilz $t;igranthiketyapi, karcuro 'pi paliisa/:z .(AK2.4.154) 

Gandhapaliisz have eight synonyms in BPN as 

Sa.thl paliisz $at;iranthii suvrtii gandhmiilikii . 

Gandhiirikii gandharvadhiirvadhii/:z prthupaliisikii .. (BPN2.88) 

Here karciira is not found in BPN and gandhiirikii, gandharvadhiirvadhii/:z, prthupaliisikii these 

three new names are given in BPN which are not mentioned in VV of AK. 
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Chapter 5 

Computational analysis and System Design 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes the implementation part of the research. The topic of the research is to 

make computational analysis of VV of AK to explore the herbs with dravyagw;a 

(morphological characters, rasa paiicaka and properties of herbs). To explore the dravyagw;a 

of herbs, an interactive and multi-dimensional knowledge based web application ofVV of AK 

with BN has been developed which will be illustrated here in this chapter. The developed 

computational model uses Java/JSP as the front end and RDBMS and text files in Unicode as 

the backend. The system accepts the word (au~adhi name) in Devanagari Unicode UTF-8 

format as input in the text area and gives analyzed output in the same format. 

5.2 Text digitization 

The system consists of front end of Apache Tomcat server, programming is done in Java and 

back-end. The back end of server version contains lexical resources in the form of database 

tables and text files. 

The data file is named lexicon. txt. It contains herbs of VV of AK and BPN in the following 

format 

amarakosha id ID AUSHADHINAME HINDI VARGA SYNONYMS SHLOKA SHLOKA 

NAME HINDI 

Table5.1. The formate of datafile. 

Sample data ofthe lexicon file is following: 

940 333 ql~chl ~'~ di~Cfl~ 

~,t>tc:q~ICiia-~I,Cil~chl,~l ~ t>tc;:q~ICiia-~1 Cil~chl ~I 

Ci I~ chl ~firn>rr c;rufr ffi Cf<i I ~~ tll ::l '41 q E> I rq;utifa1d1<:SfUCJrt:afi ~ <""I~ a I o i 'fiH <""I 1H II~~ II ~-
.:> .:> (.. ' 
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~ficrc;r, ~' ~ 3-tR c:fto:IT c;TlTI CfiT o:rr~r Cfi«fi 61 q;oh1dl, ~ Ud1" (1m 111'liH1dl1 CfiT ~(1Cfll:fl 

6"1 ~ ~ ~ -ar afT~ 6f dfOT ~ t1 Jasminum sambac 
.:J 

93 9 3 3 4 CHI c'kt"i 'fC1 o~ 01 kt"i "if ~' il CF~ <>i'l q ~q C1 d~ : 
.:J 

~,~,~,CHI<>kt"i,{I0148Cfll,ilf8Cfli,€1C1'1dla-Ql"l 011f8dict"i "if ~ CHI<>IC"ft 
.:J .:J ' .:J 

{101 q 8 Cflll il f8Cfll ~Ci'l d lcrW" "if m q) (1l'fC1 o~011f8Cfllll ~~II 011 ct"i 'I d i f8ct(1CH ~o i c=rcrt "(>l1l 
.:J ' .:J .:J .:J .:J 

~)t>JGI(11 fficrrsfiftCH'!OSIC1cr(1lmfcltiJCfl~6~olf,!Gl(111~~ 11 ~ 3-tR ~ ~ ~-~, 
' .:J .:J ' 

'd"RJ1, ~' ~ c;)"lTI CfiT ufl(1cAC11 <>i"l 3-tR CH'f(1Cfl'!.1 d)' cA ~'()d)' 111'!51'!.1dl, ~ c;lc1 Cit, q;)q;, c:rrc=r 

(1m {Cf(1fclCfll'!.1 CfiT ~ Cfl{cACll<>it')l t1 Jasminum gradiflorum 

936/937/939 335 ~~"if qtr,~qtr q~qqd~: 
.:J " .:J " .:J 

~,dlfU'ICfli,3"1CFCil~611 ~ dlfU'ICfliCFCil~61 "fiT tficiT 6CH4~Cflll <:f~ f6J:f 
" " .:J ".:J 

R1ct<=f Cfl C: q I CflHi "(>11lll ~ '111 ~ c=rcrt ~ fq ,(1 t:ai Cfllh C11 (1 <>I CH._I 
.:J .:J .:J .:J ' 

~Oif,1111'!0SIC1cr(1lfmftH){)dlfcltiJI'I46<H__II~f.ll ~ m *'" ¥- ~fi<:f<>r, ~' tiTCfl" -ar (1m m 
-ar ~, ~, J=rtR", Cfltl<>i'l, ~ CfiT ~, ~(1m C11(1Cfll'tCfl 3-tR 'Rrm-~, :tct(ifclCfll:t, 

.:J 

CH '!5I '() d I, Cicr(i '!.1 d I, cA ~ '() d I, ~(1m ~~TCfl" g- I Jasmin urn auriculatum 
.:J 

918/919 336 ~: "il"CF4T q~qqd~: ~,~,6CHq~q I il)CFq;z:J~ilCF4Cfl: 
.:J .:J 

mctciT 6CH4~4~"if ~~:I "l!C1R Cflf<':lCfll ~ ~: ll~l911 ilCF4Cfl: CflC:Cflff:(iCf(i: 
.:J ~ .:J .:J 

CfltiJI'I1 ~fPr: I fclt>Jfshfl:l6:t:cr~Q>CfllhC11(11f,lftl,(1R;1(1._11 ~t II "if<F4T-~' ~' ~' 

;Fft.R, ~ficrc;r 3-tR~, q;fJ:r, CH~Cfl~t§l, c:rrc=r, {Cf(ifclCfll{ (1m'RrmCfll~~6"1 Michelia 
.:J ~ " ~ ~ 

champaca 

920 337 ~: "CI""I't<>r~,<H~<>I'rn:fl q~qCJd~: ~;a::rtniu,R1.6ctl'fl{Cfll 
.:J .:J .:J .:J 

~ ~~"if R1.641'fl:tCfl'f(1ml Ci1Cfl<>l'f(1C1'!.11T1~ol: CflC:41Cfl:t'fl1dl{): ll~t 11 
.:J .:J .:J .:J .:J .:J .:J 

Cfllh fq ,(1 fcl tiJ ftil ~ Cfl fJ:l C1 cr(i d I Cil q 6 : II ~ ~ II "CJ4'h;r ~- ~, CHI (1 fa <>I , tiTCfl" -ar ~, 3frtT 3fR 
~ 

~' 'Rrm, ~' ~Cl(1Cfl1~ ~(1md(1'!.1dl 01T~TCfl"6"1 Mimusops elengi 

964 338 Cii6C1C1Cfl(>l: ~ <Ht>r~-trr~l"4(1 q~qqd~: 
~ ' .:J . .:J .:J 

~C1CH("<>i'l,tiT~l"4C1,QCfli~81<>1,61"Cfl",CR=rl ~ClCH("<>i'l qr~rqc::r QCfll~81<>1) ~ CR=f: 11~ 0 II ~so::rwr: 
.:J .:J .:J .:J .:J .:J .:J .:J 

CflC:ff:(1Cf(11: Cfllhftl,(1fcl tiJ I q 6: I '11 fiA~) tiJ (1 tiJ IC116Cfl~6~1hrr~o:rr~ra=r: II~~ II ~ <H) <>I ff1:fi-
.:J ~ .:J . 

<HI(1R\<>I ca:r~ err -.-r-h, ~, CfiSCfr 3-tR ~, 'Rrm, '11fiA~)t>J (~f<>l"), <1tiJT, C'J6", ~, m (1m '<"1'-\} . .:J ~ .:J " 

~ q;)-~ ~ 6"1 -------------

877 339 CflC1CFCil: CfiC;<H",CflC1CFCil q~qqd~: CflC1CFCil,~,a:fN,C1,(14~4,6ffifSl'll 
.:J ~ .:J 

CflC1CFCil: Rl'!Cfl) a:fTciT Cj(iq~q1 6ffiRl'l: I CflC1CFJI J=f"tR": ~fi<:f: CfltiJI;z:J) (>ICjO~d){): ~~~~II~ 
~ .:J .:J .:J 

~~8;1: Cflq)'f(icr'llfiA<>It;IC1: II ~- ;Fft.R, ~ficrc;r, Cfltl<>ll, ~' ~' C1'f(11C1{, 
-·~~ .:J 

~31-~, ~e;rJtR~, ~err C11(1C1&Cfl6"1 Anthocephalus cadamba 



The back-end ofthe indexing system also consists ofRDBMS, which contains co-relative data 

tables. This Tomcat server based program connects to MS-SQL Server 2005 RDBMS 

through JDBC connectivity. The lexical resources are stored as Devanagarl utf-8 and data 

files. There are two tables namely; 'Amarkosha', 'Bhavaprakasha'. The descriptions of the 

tables are following: 

The basic database is "Amarkosha" which contains 'tbl basic' as the fundamendatl table 

connecting to thetables like 'tbl_ Category' and 'tbl_ Synonyms' for obtaining related 

information. The 'tbl_basic' has the following data structure-

id int 

shabda nvarchar(200) 

reference nvarchar(50) 

category smallint 

number smallint 

gender smallint 

hindi nvarchar(300) 

english nvarchar(3 00) 

punjabinvarchar(300) 

oriya nvarchar(300) 

bangla nvarchar(300) 

kannada nvarchar(300) 

assamese nvarchar(300) 

maithili nvarchar(300) 



the column id is for the sequetcial id of the words, reference stores the textual reference from 

Amarakosa (AK), 'category' stores the id of the semantic (varga) category of the word (linked 

to he category table), number, gender store these information respectively. The remaining 8 

columns store the multilingual glosses for the AK word. A sample of the data from this table 

is given below -

778 JI$1{1CH: 
c.. 

2.4.1 40 

780 Cfa=tCliR:Cfil c.. 2.4.2 40 1 2 

782 '>ICH~ClOiCH._ 2.4.3 40 1 4 

786 .3-JCR": 2.4.4 40 
.:> 

The table 'Bhavaprakasha' has a description ofthe herbs in Amarakosha_id, AushadhiName, 

Hindi Name, Varga, Synonyms, Shloka, Shloka Hindi, Scientific Name(Latin), amarakosha_id 



columns. The column 'Amarakosha id' connects the 'tbl basic' of the AK database with this 
- -

table. The structure for database storage in the table is as follows: 

Shlok 

Amarakos Aushadhi Synan a ScientificNa 

ha ID Name Hindi Name Varga yms Shloka Hindi me( Latin) 

~-

Cfl;(:) c>ll 

J 

Cfl$C.IT, 

~~ 
~~ 

fttr<;cr: 3-TfTa:r 
~II fi%(>'<01 ~'t am 
<>f\lt ftt:a 
" 
~~ 

" 
CfiT 

q_:mql ~ 

fttr<;cr, ~: CIT"(>IT, 

~rifS ~fc>ITC~-=t:r cm=r 
..:> 

~~ 
c:tl 0 c: cfi'l :q am 

~~~ 'HC\Ilfic>l: II~ Cfi1f) 

~~ 
~II CfiT 

~ ~ q:; (>I f"<""l Cl { ~ ..:> 

~ ' <""ICf<""ll CIT"(>IT, 
J 

dfCi=tr ~ ~ 

dfar, ~a=IT s fTa:rfCr <:J'Cfl", 

~~~ <"<""ICfl<""IJ ~~ 

'Cfi'UG cm=r~~ df{"J1" 

cfi'!", ~~ 3tR 
~~~~ a L5"L<OII "'HCJlfi" c>1 tF6~0 I ~'t:f qrt:fCf) 

Aegle ..:>" ..:> 

169 fttr<;cr: RHY1c>t ftqal: (>[" ~:~~~~~~ 6"1 Marmeos 

Table 5.2: Structure of database storage, it is second table among two called 'Bhavaprakasha' 



5.3 Program architecture 

The web application of VV of AK with BN is developed in front-end of JSP with Java 

servlet, Back-end of RDBMS and JDBC connectivity and data files. The webserver for 

Java/JSP ts Apache Tomcat 4.0 and the RDBMS used is MS-SQL Server 2005 

Database m Unicode scheme. The following model describes the interaction between multi

tier architecture ofthe indexing system ofVV of AK and BPN 

! i 

i 

Apache Tomcat 

! i 

Java servlet 

l i 
MS-SQL Database 

[Fig. 5.1. program architecture] 



5.4 Development technology 

5.4.1. Apache Tomcat 4.0 Web Server 

The Apache Tomcat is the servlet container that is used for the Java Servlet and Java 

Server Pages technologies. The Java Servlet and Java Server Pages specifications are 

developed by Sun under the Java Community Process. Apache Tomcat is developed in an 

open and participatory environment and released under the Apache Software License. Apache 

Tomcat is intended to be a collaboration of the best-of-breed developers from around the 

world 1
• The Amarakosha and Bhavaprakasha Nighantu indexer runs on this Apache Tomcat 

4.0 platform. 

5.4.2. Java Servlet Technology 

Java servlet technology provides web developer with a simple, consistent mechanism for 

extending the functionality of a web server and for accessing existing business systems. A 

servlet can almost be thought of as an applet that runes on the server side without a face. Java 

servlets make many web applications possible. 2 

5.4.3. Java Server Pages 

Java Server Pages (JSP) technology provides a simplified, fast way to create dynamic web 

content. JSP technology enables rapid development of web based applications that are server 

and platform-independent3 JSP pages are, however compiled into servlets. Still, it is better to 

use JSP pages instead of always using servlets because JSP technology separates the web 

presentation from the web content and thus simplifies the process of creating pages. Basically, 

1 http:/ /tomcat.apache.org/ 
2 http://java.sun.com/products/servlet/ 
3 http://java.sun.com/products/jsp/ 



JSP pages use XML tags and script less written in the Java programming language. To 

encapsulate the logic that generates the content for the web page. On the other hand, it passes 

the formatting (html or xml) tags directly back to response page. In this way JSP pages 

separates the page logic from its design and its display. It is one of the most sophisticated tools 

availavable for high performance and secures web applications. 

5.4.4. Relational database management system 

A relational database management system (RDBMS) is a database management system 

(DBMS) that is based on the relational model as introduced by E. F. Codd. Most popular 

commercial and open source databases currently in use are based on the relational database 

model. A short definition of an RDBMS is: a DBMS in which data is stored in tables and the 

relationships among the data are also stored in tables. The data can be accessed or reassembled 

in many different ways without having to change the table forms. 4 

5.4.5. Database connectivity 

The database connectivity has been done through the JDBC driver software. JDBC Application 

Programming Interface (API) is the industry standard for database independent connectivity for 

Java and a wide range of database-SQL databases. JDBC technology allows to use the 

Java programming language to develop 'Write once, run anywhere' capabilities for 

applications that require access to large scale data. JDBC works as bridge between Java 

program and Database. SQL server 2005 and JDBC support input and output in Unicode, so 

this system accepts Unicode Devanagarltext as well as prints result in the same format. 5 

4 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Relational database management system 

5 http://java.sun.com/javase/technologies/database/ 



5.5 Code description 

Following are the sample JSP code snippet 

Java Server Pages Class: search.jsp 

The following code sets the language, encoding and content type of the page. 

<%@page 

language=" java" 

pageEncoding="utf-8" 

contentType="text/html; charset=utf-8" 

%> 

The following code imports java.util and user defined java package named sanskrit. 

<%@ page import="sanskrit.*" %> 

<%@page import="java.util.*" %> 

The following code sets the encoding ofthe page to UTF-8 

<% request.setCharacterEncoding("UTF-8"); 

The following code obtains values from checkbox and text area. 

String sstr = request.getParameter("itext"); 

String wordid = request.getParameter("wordid"); 

This code calls the main class 'BPNSearch' with located lexicon file. 

String LEX_FILE II U e .................. , 

BPNSearch ls new BPNSearch(LEX FILE); 

This is the display format of string. 



String display_format = "AMARAKOSHA ID AUSHADHI 

NAME ID HINDI VARGA SYNONYMS SHLOKA SHLOKAHINDI SCINTIFIC 

NAME(LATIN)"; 

The following code calls the main class and displays the search result in JSP page 

<%= ls.search(sstr) %> 

The following code crates a form on web page to enter the search input 

<FORM METHOD=get ACTION=search.jsp accept-Charset="UTF-8"> 

Enter the search string <INPUT TYPE=text SIZE=lO NAME="searchstr" 

VALUE="<%=sstr %>" > 

The following is the code ofbutton to start the process oftagging. 

<INPUT TYPE=submit VALUE="Click to Search"> 

<br> 

</FORM> 

Sample code of main Java class 

The following code makes the class part ofpackage sanskrit 

package sanskrit; 

The following code imports java packages to be used in the class. 

import java.util.*; 

The class starts 

public class BPNSearch{ 



The following code intializes different variables. 

String inputWord=""; 

LexiconReader lexdata = null; 

String searchResultString=""; 

String searchResult=""; 

String searchResultToken=""; 

This is the class constructor, creates new instance ofthe class when called. 

public BPNSearch(String lex file) { 

lexdata =new LexiconReader(lex file); 

This is the main function search(searchString) of the class 

public String search(String searchString) { 

The following code obtains each word as separate token. 

StringTokenizer listOfWords =new StringTokenizer(itext, " "); 

The following code searches the queried word in each row of the table ofBPN and displays 

the result. 

Enumeration keys= lex.keys(); 

Object aKey=null; 

String aVal=""; 

String ky= ""; 

while (keys.hasMoreElements()) { 

try{ 

a Key 

a Val 

keys.nextElement(); 

lex.get(aKey) .toString(); 

if (searchResultString.length()==O) 

searchResultString = "No results were found for 

'"+searchString+"'<br> Please try another search!"; 

return searchResultString; 



5.6 How To use the system 

The AamarakoSa Search engine already exists at http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in/amara , It takes input 

in three ways i.e. typing the input word, selecting input word through alphabetical category or 

selecting the input word from drop down box. The search starts in the amarakosha database 

and ifthe search is an aushadhi it will display as follows : 

X Cop j - .-!1-·l - · 
'll - j .;. g ..,_ .. . ll ...... --. 
jasf iM-·..;....,., . ..._ -~ ..... x [ I 

-

SEARCH BY CLASS 

>R · I e~o~- I -------c.._, 
~ -_., 
.,...,.. . ..., 
I Seorcb diOs berb D "Bta-,..,..am !'. ......... 
~ bcre.to edi. tiD ebb 

~>~'> 

p . 

. ....... ~ · X 

& • fii1 • Cl • • ,.,. . ~· T .. • • • • 

. -,__,_.;..~ ~'"" 

[Snapshot 5.1: First page as the result of au~i searched in Amarako8a] 

If the input word is related to VV then the page has a link for additional search as "search this 

herb in Bhavaprakasha Nighantu " , clicking this link the system directs it as the entered in 

the text area as illustrated below. The text has to be utf-8 Devanagari. 
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[Fig 5.2: Second page as AK VV and BPN Indexer] 

The input for this page is forwarded from the previous page. It also has the facility to accept a 

new input word through typing or in-built keyboard. 

The database ofthe main page(Aamarakosa Search engine) has an ld assigned to each word of 

VV, this id of the input word is matched with BPN database to get additional input. 

The system gives output on the basis of AK database, and BPN database. The output includes 

AMARAKOSHA_ID, AUSHADHI NAME, BPN_ID, HINDI NAME, VARGA, 

SYNONYMS, SHLOKA, SHLOKA HINDI, SCINTIFIC NAME(LATIN). 
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[Screenshot 5.3: Final output of the system] 
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The above process flow chart can be illustrated by the following example: 

Step 1 selected the input word vibftaka/:1 on AK search page. 

Step 2 The input is related to VV, so a link for another page appears. By clicking it, a new 

window named "Amarakosha Vanaushadhi Varga and Bhavaprakasha Nighantu Index" opens. 

Step 3 The same word vibftaka/:1 appears as input on this new page. 

Step 4 This word has an JD in Arnarakosha database, this id is matched with BPN Database to 

get additional information. 

Step 5 The final step shows the output. It describes AMARAKOSHA_ID, AUSHADHI 

NAME, BPN_ID, HINDI NAME, VARGA, SYNONYMS, SHLOKA, SHLOKA HINDI, 

SCINTIFIC NAME(LATIN). This detail comes out from both AK and BNP database. 
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Conclusion 



Conclusion 

The present work is an attempt for computational analyze of Vanau$adhivarga of Amarakosa. 

For this a study on the structure of Amarakosa, Vanau$adhivarga and Bhiivaprakiisa Nigha!J.tu 

was done. The comparative study of herbs listed in Vanau$adhivarga and Bhiivaprakiisa 

Nigha~J.tu was done. The modern botanical names of some of the herbs listed in VV are also 

given. Besides this, the evolution ·of tools and techniques - JSP for front end and Java for 

servlet objects and Apache Tomcat for web server was studied and an online interface was 

developed which IS live at http://sanskrit.inu.ac.in/amaralviewdata.jsp. The mam 

characteristics ofthe system are as follows: 

~ This is one of the first interface online system to know about different aspects of the 

herbs listed in VV of AK. 

~ The modern botanical names are given to some ofthe herbs listed in VV. 

~ The system of Amarakosa is linked with Bhiivaprakiisa Nigha~1_tu. 

~ This system has dynamic input mechanism. One can search his query by direct 

typing the input word, selecting input word through alphabetical category or selecting 

the input word from drop down box. 

~ The system have an option to edit the data to add more information of herbs such as 

chemical composition, quantity etc. 

Limitations 

• The meaning of words clears through its etymology. At present, the system is unable to 

give the etymology of the synonyms of the herbs listed in VV of AK. 

• The origin place of plants, used parts of plants in medicine is not provided. 

• The system is not provide the names of dravyas in all other Indian languages. 



Future research and development 

The present Online Indexing system for Amarakosa Vanausadhivarga and Bhiivaprakiisa 

Nighan~.tu has tremendous potentials in the field of Sanskrit Computational Lexicography and 

M(A)TS. Some ofthe immediate and future applications ofthe system are discussed below: 

• An Online Indexer for Sanskrit Lexicons- the present work only deals with the 

Vanausadhivarga of Amarakosa and Bhiivaprakiisa Nigha~1.tu but the same 

methodology can be applied to build an interactive and multi-dimensional 

knowledge based web application with additional search for remaining vargas of 

Amarakosa and also for Ayurvedic Nigha~.tus which have similar structure of 

Bhiivaprakiisa Nigha~.tu. 

• The system have a facility to edit the data. So an effort can be made to include available 

recent scientific information about the plants listed in VV of AK. 

• The chemical composition and quantity of herbs can be added. 
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Appendix 

Words listed in Vanau$adhi Varga of Amarakosa 
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